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LECTUItE II	 INSIGHT —as the basis for an integraton of the Sciences.

,04

If you recall again the properties that have been found in contemporary science as

It has actuaity evolved the fundamental problem is the problem ot integration, namely,

it is not merely the fact that there are new sciences that are giving us new conclusions,

the fundameital problem arises from the fact that there has been an evolution, a develop—

ment in the notion of science itself. "What we neril therefore if we are going to think

towards an integration of tile differnnt disciplines is a notion of science that admits

such development, a notion of science that can be taken first, as the basis of the kris—

totelian type o conception and secondly as the basis for the modern type of conception

that will provide not only a single theory covering both ideas but also a niggle theory

that will make possible the criticism of both ideas. Now, that means that •e are asking

what precisely is science. -How does one 0, about getting hold of that notion, —and indeed

the notion not as it is based on good engiish usage, not as it is based on genuine

authorities (good english usage is an anonymous authority, the genuine authorities that

have their reasons have names), but what we want to do is each one of us get a hold for

himself of fundamental ideas regarding the activity that for one reason or another, one

degree of perfection or another is called science.

PROCEDUE 

The procedure I shall follow is, first of all, to appeal to an experience, an experience

in the process of learning in which first, one learns something, secondly, one attends

not merely to what is learned but also to the process of learning itself, to the intellec—

tual acts, —not merely to the objects that the intellectual activities regard. I believe

that the decisive moment in that process is insicrht and I shaLl try, first of all, to

a.communicate to you just what an insight is,

b. secondly, to indicate descriptively what an insight is,

c. thirdly, to show how that notion can be expressed in Aristotelian and
Thomist tstms,

d.fourthly, to show how it can be expressed in entirely diVferent contem—
porary terms.

The third and fourth will be equivalent but the oxpresrions and the basis fur the expressions

will differ entirely in the two cases.
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e' eat)  ;'_eite..nlcation and descriptive indication 

rd tie to t, Thomas insidits occur with respect to phantasms, that is, imaees —phantasmata

are itheeee. iand to help your imaginations we use diagrams. Now,. I gave an example of a very

.a.14.; le tepe o insight in the little book that has that name."Vhat is a cizcle?" means

ie this eiene curve perfectly round? And the arts ;or to that auestien "why is tiiie

;ertectie r and?" is that all the radii are equal. 1.../hy is that answer so? There is an

t will occur in so far au eech one eff you in ir1tulligent, Ilene:1y, in the seneible

,eae,	 :hat :y u imagine you grasp necessity ana 	 .leceeeite ia not e0111C—

%Iv j()12 can see,—anything you see or imeeine ie just de facto .o. bimileriy, impoesibility

is not something you ever take a look at. It is something you know in so far as you under—

stand. You can. all see that if any of the radii were unequal then necessarily there

vould be bumps and dents. And you can see that ir they were all absolutely equal then

necesearily this curve is perfectly round. In the sensible data you grasp necessity and

impissibiiity and that act of insight enables you to repeat intelligently the definition

of tne circle.	 Anyone can learn off by heart from a book on geoaetry that a circle

is a locus of coplanar points equidistai t from a centre. "Why do you say that?"

Neil, that's what's in the bookl" If you get no further than that then if you forget

whet is in the book you don't know what a circle is. You're not even eble te sa;,T it.

But if you get the insight and forget what's in the book you'll always be able to make

up a definition for yourself. You'll be able to say that when the plene curve and all

Lee points in the plane curve are equidistant from a given point thet neceeeheily teat

curve has to be perfectly round. You can see it. It is a matter et' the intellieence

Operating on the sensible. Notice the dif erence between that and the doctrine that we

know universal principles by comparing abstract concepts. You see to nexus between the

concepts. 'fast's good scotist doctrine, but i 	 t weat is happening ilere. There is

only one abstract radius. But here you are imegining an infinity of radii, you are ima—

gining a radius vector that goes around .ael. if IL remains constant the theite has to be

perfectly round. It is not a matter of cop:irieg abstract concept:. and deriding that.

that they are necessarily conjoined or the t they peeeibly cen he or they Are incom

patible. It has nothing to do wi eh e be tract eoacep te; it is ander:_;tandin..7 in the :braze,

the intelligence working upon the data or sense reproduced in schemetic fashion in the

imagination and the image represented 61; 'T;-11:01 t ioul ly, echeyeitied!y by a tirewihe. The

drawing needn't be accurate because you ezi''-u..!t rrei wee.,	 reeee.

4<. •
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FIGURE 1 

THE ECaLATERAL TRIANGLE
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:eo, let me illustrate insight in another fashion. The first proposition of the First

3eok of Euclid's Elemnsts is to construct an equilateral triangle on a given base AB in

a rven plane, the plane of the blackboard. (Fig. 1). And he :Jays: take centre A anti

and radius AB and draw a circle; take centre B and radius BA and draw a circle. Call

tee plat of intersection C. Join CA and CB. Then CA and BA are radii of the same

eircie, they are equal. CB and AB are radii of the same circle, they are equal. Things

equal to the same thing are equal to one another, therefore these two (i.e., CA CB)

lire equal to one another since they are both equal to AB. You have your equilateral

trimele.

Now, what is the fallacy? What is it that Euclid did not prove in establishing

and ;easerting that ABC isthe required equilateral triangle? And not only what is it

that he didn't prove but what is it that can't be proved from Euclid's set of definitions,

postulates and axioms? You can grant the lot and defy him to prove it, namely, that

the two circles will intersect at the point C. They'll intersect, it is perfectly true

that Limy will. But you can't deduce that from Euclid's definitions, postulates and

axioms because modern geometers who do euclidean geometry -not non euclidean geometry

but euclidean geometry- introduce some axiom or postulate that regards such questions

of intersectionahey have a notion of "between-ness" or "included" and they define it

aid have axioms that regand it in some way or another and they are able to demonstrate 

that that will1 be an equilateral triangle, that those two circles will intersect. But

Euclid hadn't got .those definitions or axioms and no one missed them for over two

• thousand years. 'How was it that everyone got the right answer for over two thousand

years and didnt have the right premises? They had the insigirt. They understood in

the concrete instance the necessity of those two circles intersecting. By understanding

with respect to the sensible, imaginative representation they knew what was true under

euclidean assumptions. They arrived at the same clucluelons Euclid did and it was only

in the later development of a rigid, logical procedure that the necessity of going

about things differently was discovered.

Now, you Ilay say: "That's juot a problem."

(Euclid divided his propositions into problems ape theorems. A problem -How do you do

something? A theorem -Why is something so?) Is it true that Euclid also slips up

in the logic of his theorems? We '11 see.

Still in the First Book, about proposition 14

-I don't remember exactly- he proposes to demoeetrd,e that the Igterior angle of a



FIGURE 2

THE EXTERIOR ANGLE OF A TRIANGLE
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eovie	 ereater than the interior opposite. And his construction is to bisect BC,

oin AE, to produce AE so that AE is equal to EF, to join FC. (Fig. 2). Then by that

.etr-.4et1;n oppesite angles are equal. This line BE is equal to this line EC by

.aetristien, end this line AE is equal to this line EF by construction. We have two

:miler triangles similar in all respects. This angle FCD therefore is equal to this angle

-menjostly, the whole is greater than the pert. The exterior angle is therefore

reeter than the interior opposite.

Now, why will the modern geometer reject that proof?

yU, Eeclid doesn't prove that FC falls within the angle BCD. If FC cane down here (F')

.een ebvieusly the interior angle would be greater than the exterior opeoeite. The whole

o greter than the part again only you get the contrary conclusion. How does he know

;let rc fafls within that angle? There is no proof for it in euclidean terms. However,
an imaginative experiment -the thought experiment, as teey cell it, is simply a matter

e: imagining- you can see that FC does de facto have to fal in that angle. Why? Well,

:magine we have rods and that they are linked with rings in the right way so that the

emetruction and all the parts in the construction will remain obeerved and start moving

As you move B over F will start moving over. But you can see thet 3 cen't get to

tee line ACD before F does, and you can also see that B will get away fr)m this line

quicker than F does. (You have to use your imaginations on the way these rods will

move!) Anyway, that's how you know that the proeosition is true wed that's how people

knew it for over two thousand years before the demonstrators ceme along with a different

set of axioms and postulates.

Insight occurs with regard to sensible data, sensible

presentations. I have given three exauples, the circle, the equileteral triangle, the

exterior angle. There are all sorts of instances in the euclidean presentation of geo-

metry in which there occur casual insights that are eeceseary for the argument, that

are true on euclidean presuppositions, that can on axiomatiod, formelieed if one goes

abeut it the right way, but Euclid didn't go aLeut it that way. Now, that fact that I

have been illustrating from Euclid... from our point of view it illuetraee Lee fact of

418ight into phantasms, namely, understanding occurs with respect to sensible data,

4ing1native data . As Aristotle put it in his 12 AMA as quoted on the frostespiece
of Insight "that the forms are understood by the intellective principle in oiantaaws,
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e imei,es." Aristotle had hold of a fundamental point when he spoke of understanding

eeurring with respect to imaginative representations. You have the same thing in St.

homes. For example, in the Summa Theologiae I.q.84, a.7. We can't understand anything
1.04

all in this life no matter how perfecthyou know your science, how perfect a habit you

ante without an image. Understanding is what occurs with respect to images and it is

nly after you've understood that you are able to define or that you are able to set

iown a set of definitions and postulates, a hypothesis or a theory. Definition,

vpothesis, theory are in the conceptual field, in the order of thought and they result

rrom an act of understanding.

Nov, that is an attempt to convey to you the experience of understanding, to describe

the circumstances under which it occurs.

An incidental remark. The reason why the modern mathematicians go into mathematical

logic, a symbolic logic is that they want to know exactly what they are presuoposing.

Nhen they get off into this stratosphere they have to be absolutely aware of everything

they are presupposing; they can't tolerate the possibility of casual incights coming

along and giving them right results and they don't know the basis of their results. To

eliminate the possibility of casual insights they use symbolic or methematical logic

which runs on its own like a machine. No intelligence involved at all. It is simply a

matter of manipulating the symbols according to the rules and it aeeps things tight

and rigorous.	 If you want further illustrations of insight I can only rover you to

my book, namely, I give illustrations from mathemetice, physics and from comeion sense,

three fields in which insights occur continuouely. The difThrence between a man's being

Stupid and intelligent is that insights occur rarely or easily and frequently. But insight

is the keypoint in intellectual development.

S) Aristotelian-Thomist expression of the notion of insiebt

Now we have to consider two ways of formulating just what happens when you understand.

I have given a few examples, a couple of ifuqunceu. But what is it that yon know when

YOU understand? For example, we say that the prorer object of sight is colour. And

YOU can find out what seeing is quite easily. You just open or close your eyes and you

see and don't see. And you can have colour pointed out to youp,and you can correlate

seeing and colour. And when you have thet c)rIelation clear you aro aware of what the
experience seeing is and not seeing and awhit: of colour by leekina ,t it. LOU can go

' •
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)n ,.%na add that sight also has a common object, something known by other senses, -motion

had rF:st, number, shape and size. Objecta sensibilia coamunia they are called. Commthn
•• •

oenriules.	 What is it that stands to understanding as colour stands to sight? Thatve

a ell 'jolter question' And there are two ways of' going about the answer to that question.

Ont way le the Arittotelian-lhomist way which was through developing a logic and a

eetepeysics, and the other way is to relate understanding, the experience, your experience

Inderstanding to other activities, to other cognitional activities that go on within

you, euch as,-we have related it to imagination and to sense and conception- to relate

it to enquiry, reflection, judgement, willing(?), to etudy the psychological structure

Jf tee knower.	 So there are two aperaaches: one by releting tee act ef underotanding

to the internal psychological structure of the knmer, the other to try otid pick out *het

the object of the act of understanding is. And that was the way Aristotle went about it,

and you can -this is an interpretation of Aristotle, of course, but I think it makes

sense- zee that the meaning of the logic and the meaning of the metaphysics is an attempt

to state in terms of objects wnat it is that you know if had when you understand.

First of all then let me present the Aristotelian Thomist aleroech to state

in general terms what happens when you understand and then later we '11 go on to the

other ppproach. We will find that the two are connected with the two views of science.

And as we see how the two are connected we '11 be able also to relate tee two views of

science and we '11 be able to move on to the problem of integratloe. Yiret if all then,

to Waite more explicit this business of the Arist.-Thomist exrreesion of the content of

the act of understanding/ we have acquired some familiarity with the act of understanding

from three examples. (Some people may say, "Why geometrical examples? I never could do

geometry?" Well, the answer is unless one takes a sharply defined field such as mathema-

tics or geometry or physics one doesn't know juet what one has understoed, whether one

hes understood anything or not. By Wing these exam!des.with the chance that you wouldn't

be familiar with them you'd have the experience of learning somethine and you eeild pin-

point just what you had learned and just what all the implications ef thet were. YOU can
C	

compare a modern preeentatien of euclidean geeeiets with 2uc1id's anel tee thing is ail

worked out in detail.)	 Now with regard to the Ariet. Thom. fonauletions, syutematic

formulations, systematic context for the act or Anderetanding 	  ln the Li tat place

staeted from experience, but so did Saint Thomas. ;o:ne people say we Know eer own minds

by analogy. Just as we eee with our eye so there in n spiritual cee inside oer heads by
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:eiee we leek at universals. And that's knowing one's mind by analocy. That is not the

1„ee:eelAre	 ilWe Used. We have been aiming at proper knowledge noc analogous knowledge

eLir own lotellect. And we have mealed to the experience of an act of understanding.

qee ixecisely ehy that triangle is an equilateral triaorle and why the exterior angle

o aeeter than the interior eeienite. The Summa q.84,a.7 he states:

“Anyone can experience in himself that whenever he trios to understand eemething
he forms in his imagination some imnges by way et' examples in which he, as it
wore inspects, sees by inspection what he is tryire: to underetaed."

PCiuilibet in seipso ex,:eririe potent, TAM quarvie nIi.quis conatur all quid intelligere,
format aliqua phaetasmeta sibi i)er modum exempleram, in quibes quasi inepiciat
quod inteiligere studet."

eint Thomas is appealing to an experience that he says is aboolutely universal. WIJmever 

you try to understand...

kgain, in the Summa Theoloe:iae I.q.88, a.l. ,e is talking of the keowlodge of the separate

substances and he says:

"According to the cpinion of Aristotle which is more in accord with exnerience..."

"Sed secundam Aristotelis sententiam, quam magis exeerimur, intellectue noster
secundum statum praesentis vitae naturelem reepectum hnbet ad neturie rerum
'materialium: uncle nihil intelligit nisi convertendo se ad phanteemata...."

Not from the analogy from the corporeal eye there's a spirituel eye; it isn't a questien

ef analogy at all, it is a question of experience and Arietette's view 'lice le better

with experience.

in I. q.88, a.l. (following on the abeve quotation):

"IA sic manifestum est quod subutantiae img:eterieles, quae sub eeeee et
imagination° non cadunt, prime et per se eecundum modem coenitlenie neble
expertum intelligere non poseumus."

Contra Gentiles, Bk II. c.76 —and. if you use the Leenine menual edition end count the

le%regraphe then per. 17— he says:

"Man abstracte, for Otherwiee we wouldn't 'erlew anything abeuA. eberectien
from phantasms or the reception a 'intolLi6bier,t in act unleee we iirvi ex!,erience
of it."

"home enim species'abstrahit a phanteeerAihue ot rocipit ment inteltieIbllia
actu; non enim aliter in notle.iam eerem eetlenum venieeemuc, niel eee le
no bin experiremur."

-When Tnomae is talking about abstraction from pheoteeme he isn't telkiN: abyUt mime

`400111680111111101113110311021.1101manomms"..mwhet,it.„-,,

0



oetai.nyoiool sausage machine in your head that starts from the sensible data and something

that is :erfoctly unconscious and at the end you have a universal concept you

toor.o at. No. he says we wouldn't talk about abstraction from phantasms unless

ex• ,onced it. We wouldn't talk about the reception of inteliigibles in act unless

oxivr;onced it. It is a question then of not analogous ',,olowledge based upon sense

:.Vi;;QV knowledge based upon experience.

11.	 wntary on the WI ANIM in Bk III, i.9 (par. 724 in the manual editions) he

"JuFlt a moment ago the Philosopher, that is, Aristotle exained the nature of
9

....Cneru exists in Aristotle and St. Thos, the appeal to experience. loreover, there is a

tcchn5'oe. They don't cdl it introspection but they had an oxplicitely fonnulntod techniquo.

de Ah.,lect. 6 par. 305-308. In the First ehaioter of the Second Book of the De Anima

Aristotle works out the definition of the soul. He then asks: "How do we know about

liffoueet souls?" -the souls of ploints, the souls of animals, the SjUiS of men?"

Arid he says: "The method is as follows:- (He doesn't use the word method but that's

wn.t it comes to.) First of all you pick out the objects and then the !cts correspooding

objct and the potencies are known by the acts. Prom the acts you i to the

;.,otericieb and from the potencies you know the essence of the soul." Soul in general

iu the first act of an organic body, actus primas corporis organici vel corporis potentiam

Nift;le habentis. But a specific soul such as the hoL,oin :Doi 1.2 the fir-t by khich we

live, sense and understand, primm quo vivimus etc. And the potencies 6efine the ellehee

of the soul. Therefore, not only is there knowledge of objects, -the ;:burid c:wreubmis

to he%•ing, colour corresponds to sif.t1.1 somethim we haven't mentioned yet corresponds

to understanding. Through these oloj3cts you get to pin down the acts, from the ,..ots the

pAo:ncies, from the potencies the essence of the :;o1. Tnere is a method teem and that

m'othod recurs whenever St. Thos, talks about the soul's knowledge of

exi,ple in the Summa I. q.87 on the soul's knoy.LIdge of iLm,if 	

jr': (.3,o we nave in Aristotle and St. Thos. Lne ppeal OXeriC4iCt.: -We

know about these things such as [WL.,tr;)	 unless we k:y.pe	 uo

	.*4"'""idlY, a technique for exallining these ex	 aaa. trA da yrPi ck?	 t, the

	ect and co!.lhect the object up with tee act 	 colour and tilo

'11111e.M..t,

-8-



j the OBJECT of the ACT of UNDERSTANDING?

•	 Arittotie's loic can be interpreted (this is an interpretation of Aristotle.

Lnit you are using your head in reading Aristotle and there is nothing against

in principle!) in terms of the act of understanding and his metaphysics can be

--i*LGu as an attempt to formulate the objett of the act of understanding. In the

1•( dirtinguishes three figures of tiro syllogism but the first one is the real one,

tflk 2,4 ..fficmos Epist;monikos, the scientiric syllogism in which the middle term is the

;11 f7)r, the cause of the predicate being in the subject.

S.g., Why isthe moon a sphere? Eecause it goes through these phases. If

tome moon were just a disc you'd always sec a white VJUIld circle no matter

where you stood or you wouldn't Floe any light at ad. an if it is a sphere

then the light falls on Lt on one side and as you walk around you see all the

phases of tne moon. The phases are the reason why you know the m.,)n Is a sphere.

!nrinc':1 supply a middle term that explain the predicate spherical or the moon. ',ow that

"rwtsh yhy" for predicates being in the subject, that middle term -Aristotle)s logic

',.1.th1imilJatal1y the study of middle terms- regards an act of understanding wh e re the

nm already presupposed. 'Lou have to have the concept o!: mood to start with.

4hat about the first concept, the concept of the substance? How does Aristotle

.iem.1 wit-6 that? Well,-this is partly from the Posterior Analytic and the final touch

Is *:rom he Metaphysics- in the Metaphysics Bk Zeta (7 in toe latin commentries) c. 11,

the last chapter, -all during Bk Zeta Aristotle is banging around the qu.:ltion: "bat

is ,lunia?" "What'is substance?"- he says: "Let's have a final go at it. Lot's try again

and aee if we can pin down just what onsia is!" lie explained in the Posterior Analytic

th'03, In certain bases the meaning of the question : "what is it?", is ju:t titH same as

141c, meaning of the question: "ft is that so?" What is it (ti esti) and. diati outo esti

114' 24'me quastion. Re gave an example of the eclipse. You c,n1 one nt is !t.n eclipse

and you will vender: "Veil, what do you want 0 know when you a sk VI!AT?" --"z1Jerated

zei gone around asking .pople what's this and what's that 1-1;i	 e.rfectly well

ht the answer was but the "what" part ii,!d got thorn stumped.- Ari:,t',tle wantod lb pin

down Ulo meaning of the what. "What's what?" "What do you mean?"

The question of the eclipse . (*./ c.1.=%, in same cases at Least, an

vqi-iiiialence between the question TI ESTI gad NATI ESTI, SXD :IT	 P:;t1vPA	 IPA SIT:

-9 --
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' 4!.J4T f	 Atilt means the same thing as why. But does it work when you are using• ---

trs :,!eti as "man"? "What is a man? How do you make that into a WHY question?

:ht	 a nouse? How do you break house up so you can .say: "Why house?" or "Why man?"

,u Ket that to make some sense? If you leave it to just one tem, man, you can't

tpinn, but it is quite easy to get another term. Why is THIS aN man? Why is

z',;.t a ..nn? And the ansv.er is he nas a soul, a rational soul: he has a human form.

i,,this a house? Why are these timber and stones a hxzse?" Because of the

ft f the house. The form says that the timbers and stones have been arranged in a

rtriiithion, according to tne idea of a house. That is a DIATI, tho realin why the

1=ething. DIATI TI EriTI....WHY 15 IT SOI,TETHINC? The mere matter of itself

11•;41't hnything: in the limit it is prime matter. Wh.:,-ct maes it into an ens, into a

0t.ning? It's the form.

Bk Zeta c.17 (The text has been inte*olated in variouse woys: not everything is
is certain but the following seems certain.)

• nf all, the PROTON AITION IOU EINAI, the prima cause esilendi, the first cause of

t,olne. is the WHY. IS THIS A AAN, the WHY IS THAT A HOUSE, the F0,11. The form that comes

!Imatter is the causa essendi. It is the OUSIA in Bk Zeta -he chrics his tune in

rrik where he starts talking about the ousia as the compound, the SUNALON, but

',;eta it is the form that is the ousia.	 And it is also the N:U.31S, the nature.
,4nu4. aie phusis, cause essendi, ousia, form, to ti on einai. The defihitien -to ti esti, th,-

it.3Ut Aristotle has another queer thing, the TO TI iN ElNAl. This to ti en einai

is th4, form. It makes the matter into a somethin.(it isn't universally that in jistotle.

At	 s it is just the universal content, the fundamental universal c-:,ncent. But it also'

• ion.)	 The soul is the to ti en einai t toiedi s;.mati, the wiwt it as to be for

31.1v:.4 a body. One of the definitions of the soul in the beginning al the Socond Book of

the Dt•

Wnat am 1 trying to say? I'm trying to say very trio , this. oa can

i,riatJt14exsnix2itxtkaxx Logic and his ;letaphysies ani his Ps,;(holLJ h:vi find them

try114S to express the obct that is knc;wn in a:: m:Ich Jot Lndehd. JuL.;t, as in thes,,:

thrt: diagrams you got hold of an idea, jo unucst.)od .ioMetning, wmc,thint: alicke,,
• 4,is.taing that if Euclid had worked out 	 :er)wAry with pc.rfect ri 	 t	 1 nvc
1ht 6wn	 axioms and restulate6, so when y, ulldersthhd  	 51 Jronic bidy

.tne .nr•si.ble data stand to the act of undorr.tn!inc: as natter to ID a, I

,
0
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!III fonn t) matter and the development in AVintotle of those two notions was

lie thought of form and matter to express what he got hold of when he under-

In tinj case, this much is certain, rip., there is a solidarity, a functional

caticiArity unity between, on the one hand, the act of understanding in Aristotle and on

tno ,itber nand, the metaphysical exi)resoion of the object of the understanding. What

.mow when you understand? You know the (pod quid erat esse, the what it was to be.

the form, you know the canna essendi. Phone terms develop in Aristotle -I've

boon :xying to say be able to exprYss what you know when you understand- but at least,

ivelop in functional unity wi01 his grasp of tLe act of understand ins. You know

'ac: by the object and the object by the act. The objact tilat.cori'espoadc, the

satement of the object that corresponds to too act 0!..: understanding is

A	 f..m in the Aristotelian sense, the "wnat you 'Rnow when you understand". ',hat is form?

it'* what you know when you understand.

Now, to pearl off vnat I tiny() said...

intrAJced- the experience of an act of Understanding. I showed or tried to indicate

ti1 object, the attempt to express systematicalty the. objectof that understanding

ied up with Aristotle's Logic, his explanatory syllogism and his prolongations

intou .etaphysics. Mhat we' 11 have to do the next time is snow how a di;Terent akroach

u6ed to make exactly the same stateMents with this difrence tit, where Arist.

1, mist expressioni uses, has to use a metaphysics, develop a netaphysics simultaneously,

on this other avroach we needn't develop our metaphysics until later on. We can develop

OUJ .c.count of knowledge in such a manner that we '11 have foundations for metaphysic

anything else we want to deal with.

To come to the conclusion...
"
lardge of knowledge is, in a certain sense, knolegge oftne objects knoledge, and

c.,)nnently, knowledge of knowledge, qua, (in as much as) it is knowledge of the ob;,eoLs

kt)owledge is a sort of basis for the intejration of ti.n sciences.

o ,
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	 1/11 give you my interpretation of the Thomist aceount of the process of abo-

treet.ea. You have inteilectus agens phantasm, sense, possible intellect, species

ireT e- , actus	 verbum, definition.

etuo evens: metaphysically, incellectus agens; psychologically, MONaatl..tee1-1”	 4

A* enquiry( What is it? Why do you say that?), not as put in those words but the

;.epelee that leads to enquiry.

Tee ee,eerThe image gives you the matter. The act of understanding is not simply a„...e.....e..—

veetItion of that matter; it is an understanding of it, it is e grasp of feen with

rovieeet to that matter. 'What you grasp in the diagram of the circle 	 (cut) 	

We raised the question of the learning process in quite general terms. We tried

to :telunicate the experience of an insight and the problem of formulating just what

uwxx an insight is, what object (?) is grasped in on insight. The first level is

y experience in particular cases and we took the circle, the equill triangle

exterior angle of a triaogle. I then tried to suggeet that you view(?) &rieto-

to	 Logic as an expression of whet happens Ickxx in an insight; the midf!le term

ex.,,laining the predicate, and in the limit, the middle term as eeeT'ounting for the subject,

i'er the first subject such as man or house or any simple term - nut merely when you start

fes: with the substance and then add one property and then another pmperty ueing the

fiet property as the middle term; the question remains, 'ell, where do you get the

idea of the subject, where does the subject come from?" And you heNe the insight as

ereatoting the experience of the matter, of the sensible data to t	 Level of a MING

v_tich provides you with the subject of the oyllojiem ruch that the insight corresponds

to what Aristotle calls the first cause Of being, the reason why it is eimething, the

reeeon why these data are not merely data but something. And you ese that by that analysis

" the subject one steps from logical analysis into metaphysics. The cause eseendi,

the lorm is the reason why this matter is a man or those stone s end Limbers are a house.

A new and costemnorary context

bov what we want to attempt today is to e:ItiAo the experience of this insight in en

onterely different context; not in a coetext of iogic end metaphyei.ee but in e contelt
eif 

cognitional theory,: The reason for thet attempt is that metaphyeles gi'ioe rise to



#11!17 eirTuted questions and the vholc ml.aning r.-)f the logic ad metaphysics as the

1 of the object of the insight gets lost. The critical problem is not merely

;	 01 arguing with Idealists and Empiricists. 	 Spacitiative theology in particular

r,tr,nile.1 by an endless supply or disputed questions. A:P1 at the present time when

so much attention has to be paid to historical qik:utions, the interpret a tion

md New Testaments, of the Fathers, of the Councils, of th) theoloLlans,

tnc r:retics... the load imposed by having a hoA of disi.iued Tiestions yith no ansax

i1;1.74 is something that is destroying Doe;matic Tneolc,ry. Untoss we can solve our

Gr.tical problem, eliminate at the root, get to the root of all theue disputed

:Ithiati..ms the theologian is under a torriitic handicap.	 Consequontiy, I shall speak

to y i in this first lecture, first of all, on the IDEA OF  STRUMME recondty, of

0.-1C;Al'10AL STRUCTUE, thirdly, of the STRUCTURE OF 0.1jEC1FITTY and in the second

ic.ture, perhaps, I will be able to get on to the discussion of the FlOCES  PRO2 

TO SELF 1U KNOWLEDGE OF SELF, from consciousness to self affirwition.

i) The idea of structure 

all, with regard to the notion of structure, it seems a very modorn word.

mhtIT of fact it is the old idea of the whole and the part. Parts lay be w3terial.

1'04 :.;1. .ive at material parts by division. E.g., a piece of pie, a slice of meat are material

:Juls. A semi-circle is a material part: first of ell, you have to define a circle and

*44tn	 cut it in two by division aLd you get a semi-circle. A semi-circle can be defined

half a circle. Now, drop aside material oarts and stick to fornal parts or

n:u : ojj parts. lirla pie the functional parts N.e the crust andthe filling; the crwt

:aid the filling is contained. And you can express that in a :‘;*)portion:-

*-zt isto filling as container to contained". Cruet and filling are forn1 or

njr"i.0Eal oarts in a pie. In a clock...a lirson can be able to Lai : a cloex: apart an..

111:-:'W 4 diagram and put the clock togeth e r again without undenitmdi:1 anything. lie lc

8imdlY with material parts."What's inftide the clock?" TiP ui Lu , thi wheels."

:Ioat undcfstands the clock then one think:; of the main oprine::	 a :0A.ree of energy,

a.1 a series of levers that rodaco 	 force of WE airiac tJ a uLuio fretiw

itnelf the escapement is a little e:-iiA:7—" OL(' side it. SL.Y.'cl,;	 ponduhim ii

'41d'011 tss otnc.:r side it locks off tvo the r.ondoludi 1:: a con,...tant o;c11.1

pYaddium causes the movement of the cloc:< L)	 a .iniform movement. "qi,' h; a clock
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)?" ":ihy in a time piece a t irr1!,iece?" It's '3 unii-orm mo,fement. The spring caueeh

/(nt, the pendulum causes it to Le a constant movement at a constant rate. It

fsst in t'ac. morning and scm in the afternoon because the pendulum always

tuck and forth at tie came period. When you understand toe clock as composed if
RF

1.i.)f power and of a series ot levers and an esc4Aiment and the cause of constant

are understandirsl.the ports. The parts are promoted from something you

til' ;.,loe to nomething you understand. That is the notion of the functional part.

The functions of tho F,rts are partial and comemontary. A pendul'Am is

•rot a ci.ock, yet it's part of a clock. And you can't predicate the !-;art r-J" the whole

tt1,1 ‘!:.,)1Q of the rart. There is a further point to be noted. When functions are partial

sfyi colementary..-a pendulum isn't cnough, you need somothiwg else; a pendulum and

4ri c ure not enough, they complement one another the spring causing the movement

the ,t.:ndulum making it constknt, but you newi some further p:rts wit o other functions

zwcue the spring can't act directiy on the pendulum. But thin nrocess doesn't go on to

you get a rounded whole, a complete set of functions, an internal and complete

re di partial and compleLentary functions. Each is related to il the others and each

0Jip!,:nts what the others do. And the whole is precisely that interwil closure

and complementary functions of the parts. And what does the word 2TRUCTnE

=4ciJi? tructure can be used abstractly or concretely. Abstractly structure denotes the

illtrtwAly closed set of relations between the parts: concretely the structure is the

:ot Jf Farts, the complete set of parts as informed by those relations, oh consequ(2htly,

structure is the same thing as the whole qua whole, the whole plus the re%hon why

It is a whole. "What makes the clock the whole clock?" Because you have .11 the partial

eumplementory functions •fulfilled.

Now, that notion is famili ar to jou frol, your

"Li-Cf. 'What are matter and form? They are imrts in the ontoic,,,,ical c.onstitution

of mrial things. The fom of this dog stands to ita matter as the I'm no of that deg

,flands L6 is matter. You have a proportion. A p/upoetion is ;! brief way o, expreshing

tu( rol,ation of formal prts to one phet.her. Arig)Llo therefur used Anuctural

441:)",:i0 in his Ontology. Saint Thomas took	 iu:ther step. The esseace of this

'4=t4rab ir to its existence af; the eseence of th	 to iLs existence 	 10,n
JU five two Tarts Of One thing compared to two HrtL, of the oher thing and

0
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relations in the two cases are the sale.

That notion of structure is relevant not only

to ontological analysj:s but also to cognitional analysis and that is why we are interested

in the question of structure. One can go on to distinguish isomorphic and analogous

structures and dinar:lie ad static structures and so on but we can miss that for the moment.

it) Comitional Structure 

Cognitional structure is opposed to cognitional Atomism. An ontological atomist will

say: "prime matter either is a thing or it is nothing." Any Aritotelian will say:

"it is nei.ther a thing nor nothing; there's sa"ething in between, there's the ens quo,'

a principle by which a thing is constituted as a thing."

(. —That's O.K. I tdee it then! In ontology the difference between atomism ad a

a doctrine of structure. One can say existence either is a thing or it is nothing.

No! It is neither a thing nor nothing. It is a constitutive principle Oi a •hing...)

Similarly, in a cognitional theory an atomist wUll say: "seeing is knowing, hearing is

knowing, understanding is knowing, judging is knowing, thinking is knowing, they are

all knowing. Either they are all knowing or they have nothing to do with cognitional

activity." And that is a cognitional atomism. "'That do you know when you think?"

"You know the possibles. Real possibles. You have to be knowing something, othersice

it wouldn't be a cognitional activity. Cognitional, knowing denotes a common feature

to be had in all instances of cognitional activity, and if those. common features are

not found in any instance then that is not a cognitional activity."

On the other

hand, if a penoin holds that knowledge is a structure of cognitional activity then

he will not say that seeing is knowing or that hearing is knowing or that ehquiring

is knowing or that imagining is knowing or that understanding is knowing or that

thinking is knowing. They'll all be like prime matter or fo/m or existence. They'll

all be parts within a whole. They'll be cognitional in so far as they Are parts within

the whole. Consequently, on the view that our knowing is a structured set of activities

knowing is had wnen there is the structured Set. It is not when you experience or when

you understand or when you answer: "Yes!" to a nuestion or "No!" Is the answer to the

question QUID SIT, is that knowing? Or is the answer to the question AN SIT, is that

knoingl Or is it only when you have both together? The atomist will say you know

• ^,"--•-•-7,"•••••:, ,
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when you answer the question QUID SIT, and you have anoLher act of knowing when you

answer the question AN SIT. But if one holds a structural theory of knowing he will

say that you know only when you answer both questions. Otherwise you only have a partial

componeht within knowing. Just as a pendulum is not a clock so exeriencing is not

knowing. Just as the wheels are not a clock, time series of biers are not a clock so

understanding is not knowing, and just as the spring is not a clock so judgement isn't

knowing. But all together in a given instance are an instance of knowing. Just as in

the ontological crder prime matter isn't a thing, material form,isn't a thing, existence

isn't a thing, but all three together give you a thing.

Ihat we have been doing then

is taking out of the ontology the notion of structure, putting it in general terms np.,

a structure is an internally closed set of. partial and comple.!lentary functions, and

applying it to our cognitional activity. And you have then the opposition be.i;ween

the two views of what huiian knowing is. On the one view there are a set of activities

that each one is equally knowing because each one has the common features that make up

the definition of knowing. On the other view, each onen.each of the activities by

itself is not knowing. Thinking is not knowing. When yau think of a universal triangle,

the universal triangle.. doe's it exist?. It doesn't not-exist! Well, you know it

doesn't exist; no universal exists., But if you think that thinking either is knowing

or else it is not a cognitional activity at all, it 's just like sneezing or being

tickled, then you '11 have, to say if thinking is knowing: "well, you must be knowing

something, there must be soraething known that the universal triangle 	 " And so on

all dLong the line. On the structural analysis thinking is not knowing, it is a com—

ponent in knowing. Vhen it combines with the other activities you get an instance of

knowing and otherwise you (10 not.

Now, we have to apply that to our transformation from

an ontological analyds of cognitional activity to a structural analysis of cognitional

activity. St. Thos. sajs that whenever 1.ou understand anything you imagine examples,

so we give you a schematic diagram. (Fig. 3). First of all, on the ontological analysis:—

Intellectus aeons, sense, imagination, inellectus possibilis which
receives, species impressa, act of understanding, verbum incomplexum,
definition, theory, hypothesis (a hypothesis is a set of definitions
pills a few axioms and postulates), the act of reflective understanding
(intellectus agens also leads to the further verbum in which we say:



"that is so" or "that is not so!")7

In Saint Thomas you will find explicitely intellectus agens, sense,
phantasm, intellectus possibilis, species( he doesn't use the word
impressa but that is what he means), the act of understanding, the
verb= incomplexum, the verbum cpmPlaxwm, the composition vel divi-
sio per affirmationem vel negationem. The act of reflective under-
standing appears in St. Thos. in so far as he speaks ofthe judgement
being true when you properly effect the reductio ad principia.

}ow, in that analysis of cognitional activity he is presupposing a whole metaphysics.

The difference between agent and possible intellect is a difference in potency; one

is an active potency, the other is a passive potency. The species impiesea is a form,

an intentional form of the object (the esse intentionale(?) is the result of your

understanding). The image is an instrument employed by agent intellect to impress the

species on the possible intellect. The act of understanding follows from the form as

a body's fall is what results from the form.gravitas in Aristotelian physics. The act

of understanding produces the definition and similarly, the act of reflective under-

standing produces the judgement. Throughout the analysis presupposes a metaphysics.

And if there are disputed questions in the metaphysics co ipso, sheer necessity, all

the disputed questions recur in the psychology. lihat we want isto take the same fact,

the same psycholw:ical fact and express it without the metaphysics. And what we have

done is to take the structure of the metaphysics, the notion of structure in metaphysics,

we generalized it to a pui'e notion. of structure, and now we apily the notion of structure

to events that can be identified in consciousness.(What consciousness is we'll go on

to later on; how you introspect and what that means) But first of all under pressure

of the brief time at our disposal we '11 give you the FEEL of what.there is to be found,

of what the words mean.

There is the intellectus agens. Aristotle also says that

WNDER, to thaumathein, is the beginning of all science and philosophy. The difference

between the state of consciousness of the man lying on the beach with the bright sun

pouring down on him-and he, perhaps, sees the clouds go by but he doesn't see anything

more, he isn't wondering about anything,- and in the secone place, the state of consc.

when you become intellectuallalertl-some question comes to mind, comething starts to

puzzle him, to perplex him. He is in the state of wonder. He is not merely sensing.

:e have sense experience which is fairly easy to identify. The wiiole problem in

tet,i,,U41.tenett*roa',	 41:1-r.:4414,11' 
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cognitional analysis is to discover that there is something 0180 there besides sense.

'Apt are we looking for when we are looking for intellect? vie are usually looking

fo7 something like a sensation and it is Nothing like ,a sensation. (Fig. 4).

This state of wonder

leArls to the formation of isages that simplify the sensitive data, that throw it into

sehematic constellations digestible for limited human understanding and there occur

!.ets of insight. They may not occur as vividly asthey did to Archimedes whan he shouted:

°I've got it!" and ran out of the baths of Syracuse along the strets with the great

netts. But when you understand something something happens, and yJu now something 's

hyrned. You mayn't be able to say it 's an insight. Archimedes probably wasn't able

Tt> Sly he had an insight but what got him so excited is what we are talking about.
Ike.4

, WE

The insight looks for expression, for formulation, %nd an adeglate

toliation is not easy. Really what you need is a whole series of insights and a

teri%ral formulation to express it(?). Euclid gatt.ered together the previous insights

of the .;reeks in the geometry into an ordered build up of geometry. He didn't do quite

eerlect job as we say yesterday. He didn't hit on a completely adequate formulation.

(INT if y(). have the insights without any attempt at formulation they come and they go.
YT had 1 bright idea but I just don't know what it was!" 	 This formulation is

just thinking. It is not knowing what is possible and it is not knowing mxpximxi what

is lieoesary, it is not knowing a priori and it is not knowing a posteriori. It is

Kot rfioc,iiric at all. It is thinking, and thinking isn't the same as knowing. The insight

isn't Knowing. It is not 'mowing fop:Land it is not knowing eausa essendi. It is

grocpi,,	 Ldea, and grasping an idea may turn out to be a component in knowing but

oC ,t1;olf	 like the pendulteaine.olock. The insight isn't knowing: the pendulum

ts hot :1 clock. Sensing isn't knowing, imagining isn't knowing.

Because thinking isn't, knowing you get the further question, the
-

riClective question: "Is that sal "Are you certain"	 Now, the ordinary expression

tor what happens .. ?.. for Xhstkcall thi:Tek*tive insight is that one marshals

the evidence, one weighs it, one7Oads.it saffibient:and the .sufficient evidence qua

tunicient grounds the judgement.' And that is a beautiful,tollaction of metaphors!

No4)(10 you marshal the evidence? Is the evidence lio tp)opia. *ere are the scales.

(41

It
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on which you weigh it? 	 at do you mean when you say that you marshal the evidence?

that you weigh the evidence? How much evidence is sufficient? You're certain you

are sitting in this room with those books in front of you and the pencil or pen in

your hand. You are absolutely Certain; the evidence is sufficient. 	 much is that?

?nen have you got sufficient evidence? 1,1at on earth does that mean?

I worked out in Insight in chapter 10 a for-

mulation that I think holds in all instances ar	 at precisely is grasped(? happening)

when we do what we call grasping the sufficiency of the evidence as sufficient. And I

expressed it in terms of the UNCMITIONED. The unconditioned may be FOREALLY uncon-

ditioned; it has no conditions of any kind whatever. And that unconditioned is God

and only God. Only Nd has no conditions of any kind whatever. There is also the

VIRTUALLY unolnditioned. It has conditions but those conditions are fulfilled. And

any .contingent being is a virtually unconditioned. It has conditions but the condi-

tions happen to be fulfilled. I happen to be in Dublin at the moment. The conditions

had to be fulfilled before I got here. A whole series of conditions...a trip in the

plane, a successful trip on the condition that the plane didn't flop, and so on and. •

so forth. When the conditions are all fulfilled the conditioned becomes a virtually

unconditioned.

That notion of the virtually unconditioned is an interpretation of

syllogism.

If Ai then B.
But A.
Therefore B.

A and B each stand for one or more propositions.

In the major B is presented as a conditioned -if A, then B.

In the minor the conditions are given as fulfilled -but A.

And when you think of the argument as a virtually unconditioned the 'function of the

syllogism is to present the concludon B as a virtually unconditioned; something that

has conditions np., A, which however are fulfilled and so B becomes a virtually

unconditioned.

Note that on that interpretation syllogism is not a tool of scepticism. If you think.

of the syllogism..."Ah, yes! You prove the conclusion if you have the major and the

4nogm,6nUofgogacpsfMtnu m mgm	 osnpremises an& for each of them you need

7.7,7,1rmnr,,y
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And similarly with regard to the major. You go off to infinity if you think of proving

the premises. But if you think of the syllogism, as an expression of the virtually

unconditioned then the whole attention centres on B.

Now I believe, and I gave a series of instances in the

10th chapter of Insight, that any act of reflective understanding, anal instance in

which we grasp the sufficiendy of the evidence qua sufficient can be formulated in

terms Of the virtually unconditioned. By that I do not mean that every judgement is

an inference, an explicit inference in which the major is a true judgement and the

minor is a true judgement. The major may be simply something within the structure

of knowing. The minor may simply be sensible data, or the minor may again be simply

the data of consciousness. There is aprocess from the data to the thought and the

subjecting of it to the question: "Is that so?" 'hen you have a thought submitted,

subjected to the question: 	 that so? Are you certain? Mightn't you be wrong?", the

thought is transformed into a conditioned. Between these two points there is a process

that is directed by your intelligence and your rationality. And your intelligence and

rationality as directing the process from the data to the "is that so?" is the link

between the conditions, the dataland the conditioned, the what you ask is that so about.

And so in the general case, ail judgement can be taken as presenting a virtually un-

conditioned because, in the last analysis, the fulfillment of the conditions are the

data of sense or consciousness and the conditioned is a product of the process from

the data to the conditioned you are thinking and asking about.

The etep I've been

attempting to make is from a metaphysical analysis of cognitional aCtivity to a purely

structural anaLysis in which no ontological terms occur. We '11 be able to build up

our metaphysics critically on the basis of an exact account of what our knowing is if

we don't mix in the metaphysics with the account of the cognitional process.

Now, I've spoken of a structure of cognitional activity, and we '11 leave it at

that. I have a third st4p to take. Structure, Cognitional Structure, -and the third

step is a Structure of Objectivity.

iii) Structure Of Objectivity •

What do you mean by a statement's being objective? A  judftement's being objective?

-4"v7TITT.1"7.- V".77,777 "..."r•frrr"...".,"""77/742r.r,1775irnrr."171"7"."....r	 7,Z!",73!".7r77r. 177.77.7r """""7"7:77.",*.fr
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Three types of criteria occur when, we say this or that is not objective. (Note that the

cognitional analysLs in terms of structure doec;n't say anything about objectivity. Etruc-

ture is the.internally closed set of relations between functional parts., Objectivity

asks about the relation between the structure and that is known. Metaphysical and

causal analysis examines the structure in terms of potency, form and act and efficient

and final and instrumental causality. Ire suppose cognitional structure and ask about

objectivity, its relations to something else.) And we say objectivity means three

entirely different things. E.g., someone says my hand is white. I say: "look!" that

am I din? I simply present the data. I don't argue in any way whatever. I ask you

to use your eyes. It is an EXPERIENTIAL objectivity. The paper is obviously white but

my hand isn't the same colour as the paper.. iiut I do not put the argument. I just draw

your attention.	 Again someone says: "No valid proposition regards all classes."

Russell's postulate has been expressed in that form. If someone makes the postulate

then someone says: "Your postulate is a proposition, it regards all classes, therefore,

it is not valid!" An entirely different approach to the question of objectivity, it is
in terms of norms, of necessities, if a preposition contradicts itself or makes itself

out to be invalid it cannot be Objective. That type of criterion is entirely different

to the criterion I employed I'Sfore; I simply said: "Wok!" There's a third meaning

to the word objectivity and it is an ABSOLUTE objectiviey in concrete matters of fact.

E.g., you are in the woods and your companion says: "Look! A wolf!" You say: l'Ar

you absolutely certain? Kightn't it be a dog?" You ask for absolute certainty; not

about something that involves a contradiction or a non contradiction. It is not a

mathematical question at all, it is a question of this particular animal that you

are looking at and 'Youwant absolute certainty. "Are you absolutely certain?" "Mightn8t

it be a dog?" It isn't a question simply of looking as in the first case.

We have three types of objectivity then, -EXPERIENTIAL', NORMATIVE 

(that appeals to rules about contradictions, methods and canons of method, logic and

so on), and in the third place an ABFOLUTT1 objeCtivity. 'Which is the REAL objectivity?

leave it there. You can answer that question while you are having your
coffee..!
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LECTURE IV

I am trying to point out that the term objectivity or objective seems to be used in

three entirely different senses. 'A purely experiential type of ob,tctivity which appeals

to a look: you tell a pers)41 to look. A logical, normative type of objectivity which

argues to the statement ofinternally incoherent or something else like that. And thirdly,

an absolute objectivity in contingent matters	 fact. The wolf needn't exist and if

some animal does exist it needn't be a wolf and so you ask the,man if he is absolutely

certain,

!ow, that there should be three entirely different meanings to the word objectivity,

three entirely different types of criteria invoked involves no surprise if you hold that

knowing is a structure of different kinds of activities, that the different kinds fit

together the way the different parts of a clock fit together. The 1.ole is knowing but

none of the parts by itself is knowing because each of the parts has its own special

typo of objectivity. Just as we said of knowing that it was a structure of experiencing,

enqu:Dring, imagining -to simplify the experience, insight, thought, reflection, unconditioned'

or virtually unconditioned and. judgement. The knowing the.sn't consist in aay one of these

parts itself or any two or three, it is, the structure. of experiencing, understanding,

judging. Exceriential objectivit regards the first part. E.g., If I see in the wall.

a crack and an, enormous spider come out of it I'd be having an hallucination. People do

have hallucinations of that type. The datum is perfectly valid, -not,however,for biology

but for abnormal psychology; the abnormal psychologist has to expla:n it, not the

biologisto- It is given. You have the experiential type of objectivity.	 The absolute

objectivity is obviously connected with the virtually unconditioned and the judgement.

"Are you absolutely certain?" If you have an unconditioned you have an absolute, and if

you have an unconditioned your assent is unconditional and what you assent to is uncon-

ditioned. You can be absolutely certain it's a wolf, or a dog and not a wolf at all.

And in between the two, between the experiencing and the virtually unconditioned there

is process and that process is subject to norms. The	 i_aatiivitznor	 regards that
-.-

process.. Consequently, just asthere is a structure in the knowing, so also there is a

structure in the meaning of the word objeativity.

What do you mean when you say it's

objective? Well, you can use the word objective simply as an'intensive. 'ralen say know-
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ledge is objective I mean that really and truly it is knowledge. That's objective knowing.

It's merely and intensive. It's an undifferenciaed use of the word. But when ,eou appeal

to sDecifig criteria with regard to particular statements then you appeal to different

Idnds of objectivity. The objectivity that is grounded in data is settled merely by

taking a look. Someone says my hand is white. I hold it up. You see it is pink. But I

don't have to say anything about it's colour. You just present the datum. "No valid

preposition regards all classes." This is a proposition and it regards all classes,

therefore it is invalid. A different tpye of objectivity. That is a noreative objectivity

tnat governs the process from exnariencing to the judgement. Again, "this is a wolf!"

."Are you absolutely certain?" The absolute objectivity evolves on the third level of

reflection and the virtually unconditioned .and the judgement.

Now, because objectivity is split up into three 10.nds

the three,nonetheless, form a single objectivity. The virtually unconditioned, as we saw,

involves a link between the conditions and the condieioned. 	 the fulfillment

of the conditions and the absolute objectivity that results. The absolute objectivity

you have in the virtually unconditioned. The fulfillment of the conditions you have from the

experience. The link between,the conditions and the conditioned is the normative objectivity.

The three of them together constitute a single objectivity just as the many activities

together constitute a single instance of knowing. And when you break objectivity up into

experiential, normative and absolute to see how they fit together into a single structure

you have a differenciated notion, of objectivity.

Odle one can arrive at a differenciated

and integrated notion of objectivity it is also possible that one doesn't, that one

thinks simply of one kind of objectivity that tries to account for the whole of knowledge

in virtue of one kind. If the only kind of objectivity that one is willing to think

about when one uses the word dajective is experiential objectivity then one will be

philosophically an WIRICIST.. If it's experience, well, than that's all we have in

knowing . And the parts of knovAng that aren't experience...well, what about them? They're

subjective. Inquiry and insight and thought and reflection and virtually unconditioned

and judgement...that's what goes on inside your head. That isn't knowing. It is useful.

You get scientific theories that way, but in-so far as a scientific -Leery is knowing

: 	 ••••	 •	 •	 , 	 4' I':	 •	 •
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it si.Lply enables you to go from these 'data to produce these other desirable data. But

it can't be objective because it is not experience and the objective means experiential.

So we can se how the failure to differenciate the difi'erent elements in objectivity, to

.pick out just One and neglect the others, will cause a collapse in the structure of knuwing.

Some one elol:Ient will be picked out as constitutive of objectivity and the others will

have to be forced into the shade.

Again, to take anOther example of picking out one ki±mmait

element. If one thinks of objectivity as simply a matter of normative objectivity one

gets an ID7,ALIM. Vhat the idealist means is not that you don't know anything. That

isn't the idea of idealism. The idea of idealism is that knowing is not t:ie sort of thing

you think it is. You think knowing is knoying ABOUT something. The idealist says no. It

is knowing because the process occurs in the right way. If your process goes on in the

riiht way then it is knowing in the idealist sense of knowing. And why does he pick out

just this one element of your process going on in the right way? Because the only

objectivity he can think of as knowledge is the normative objectivity. Experiential

objectivity, the empiricists get into all sorts of difficulties and the idealists do.

a beautiful job in refuting elqiricism. They show that the emrdricist can't even say

whet his own doctrine is in terms merely of experience. All he can do is experience

the way an animal does. But the idealist at least vats to be a man. He studies formal

logic. He goes on to work out a transcendental logic too on the possibility of experience.

And what satisfies the transcendental loLic is valid experience. It it valid experience

because you know something? Well, not in the ordinary sense. You have to be critical.

The only possible meanin&!Tor objectivity is normative objectivity as expounded in

the formal logic and that transcendental that reveals the conditions of the possibility

of experience. And so you get the critical idealism of Kant. Or one can with Uegel say

that, after all, for Kant knowledge of the world and of human civilisations and so on

was a matter of a snuff box here and a candlestick there, and we want to understand the

universe bnd develop instedd of the transcendental logic a dialectical logic; Kant's

transcendental logic is on the level of understanding and we want something up to the

level of reason.	 at is Hegel's dialectical logic? It sets norms to express an

obj ectivity. Again, we have a'case. 'That do the idealists do? They pick out one type

of objectivity and make it function for everything and they get an original notion of

what knowing is.

777.17"-"r"rvt,1717,	 ,
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That analysis of objectivity also has a bearin.,;; on the problem of REALIM There are

all sorts oi realists. There are the thomists and the scotistsl'the followers of Occwn,

the followers of Suarez and so on, all along the line. Aristotle seems to have benn a

realist, too. And they don't mean the same thing when they are talking about anythink.

How do you get the different realisms? Suprosing you don't pay any attention to this

notion of cognitional structure. Then every activity has to be an instance of knowing,

else it isn't a cognitional.amitxiix When you see, that's knowing; when you understand,

that's knqwing; when you think, that's knowing; ..etc. Listen to Lhe consequences if

you suppose that thinking is knowing. You think of a universal therefore, you know

the universal. Is the universal then ante rem, vel in re, vel post rem, only in the wind

or is it just the flatus vocis? The medieval problem of universals comes right out of

the idea that thinking is knowing. And what makes it a r.roblem is that when you make the

judgement: "Universals don't exist!" 	 You Can think about the first unicorn. That's a

pnrticular unicorn, the first one. You know it doesn't exist. What do you know ,ihen.

youthink about it, then? Thinking has to be knowing, I'm a cognitional atomist. If

thinking has to be knowing then the first unicorn has to be the possible first unicorn,

a reality of the possible order. (......cut....)

Gilson had a great deal of trouble with the concept of •

existence. He wanted to Separate the existential judgement from the attributive or

predicative judgement. And he wanted to have knowledge of existence only in the judge—

ment. And that's perfectly true. 'You arrive at knowledge when you arrive at the judge—

ment in any case so it's also true with regard to existence. ILL he wanted to have

that so at least for existencevand he didn't wait to have to admit any concept of'

existence. Nhy not? Well, if you conceive existence you don't get any difference bet—

ween existeace and essence.	 But there obviously is a concept of existence. You ask:

"Does it exist?" And before you know the answer you are at least Listing the notion "exist"

to put thc question. You have a concept of existence but that concept is merely thinking,

it is not knowing.

••nnn

Again, if one is a cognitional atomist, experiencing, seeing,

hearing, tasting, touching—and above all, touch is putting your hand on something solid—,

that is knowing. It is not merely a matter of experiential objectivity. It is also

absolute objectivity. You have an absolute manifesting of objective material reality.	 .
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on the level of cense. You don't have to wait for the judgement to reach any ab=ltIte,

en unconditioned. The unconditioned is right down on the level of sense, otherwise it

wouldn't be properly knowing. And if people hold that, well, what do they do? They

provide tte occasion for PHENOUNALISM. The phenomenalist coaas along and exmaines his

experience and he doesn't find any abs)lute objectivity in it and he doesn't find any

normative objectivity in it. He says it is just experience. And he doesn't bother to look

for normative objectivity elsewhere or absolute objectivity elsewhere. The experience

is reduced to lucre phenomenon. You have the SENI-PEENGEENALISM of Berkeley. External
.objects

were merely phenomena; esse est percipi. Berkeley inside he really know and he

built a metaphysics on that to go off to God. But Hume had the internal as merely

phenomenal,too.	 And where does this phenomenalism come from? It cones from the
want

exaggerated claims of cognitional atomists whyne level of experience to contain, not

merely exr,eriential objectivity -something that's given is given and that's all there

is about it-, but they vat it to have normative and absolute objectivity as well.

Idealism -first of all ypa have the cognitional

atanists; they were met br'the phenomenalists who fxfixim refute the exaggerations

of the atomists on the one hand, and an theother hand do not restore what belongs else

where. Idealism arises as an answer to mere phenomenalism. Kant is an answer to Hume.

And just as the idealists go on from the phenomenalists so the EXISTENTIALISTS go

on from the idealists. The idealist has formal logic, transcendental logic of Kamt,

dialectical logic of Hegel.'There are lots of louics. You can throw in mathematical

logic,too. There are lots of them. This is normative objectivity. Is normative objec-

tivity the same thing as the logic? The logic is simply the expression of the normative

objectivity. The normative objectivity itself is something prIpr. Logic wasn't entirely

new to you the first time you Studied logic. 'Logic wasn't something entirely new after

Aristotle wrote his Organon which he know nothing about beforehand. The process of

writing a logic or studying 4 logic is a process of objectifying, putting in concepts

and judgements and words something that is already there. And what is it that is already

there? It's the fact that you are intelligant, it's the fact ,t.at you are rational.

If you enquire, if you vender, you have an exigence for something intelligible, some-

thing that can be understood. That exigence has set criteria with regard to what is

17•11,70	 .
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intelligible and what is not intelligible. Your rational.#y sets criteria with .regard

to what can be and what cannot be affirmed or denied. On the side of the subject, prior

to any objectification in any logic, in any set of canons of method, there is the
itt

intelligence in act, thercratiohality in act of the subject. And that is the locus of

nonnative objectivity.

. The Existentialists throw aside all these logics of the idealist.

The existentialists are anti-idealist. They have the subject with his normative exigencies

not merely for knoving but also for being, for exiBting as an intelligent and rational

and responsible being. And that subject is tragic. Because they don't know about the

structure of knowing and the structure of objectivity they are not able to get out

of the subject. Heidegger is open to what is beyond; he is the subject with the

exigence for authentic being, he is of it, he wants to get on to the ontological but

he hasn't got there yet.. You see, therefore, you have more or less boxed the compass on

the analysis of objletiviti.

iv) Process from Presence to Self to Knowlesige of Self 

'We have used the word SUBJECT a couple of times and now that's what we have to get

hold oZ a httle more fully.

'	 Structure, cognitional structure, structure of objectivity

and the way that structure can break up.' 'aten it is nerlly absolute objectivity one

is a SCEPTIC. One is asking everyone: "Prove it to me!" "Give me the proof!" And the

man gives you a syllogism. And you say: "Well, give me the proof for the major!" You

want another syllogism. "And the proof for the minor!" And then for more premises you

want more proofs. You know about absolute objectivity, you know what's required for it

but you don't know how to get the answers, how to supply it. You haven't got hold of

the reflective act of understanding which suDplies the unconditioned. Anyway, some

notions on that.	 Structure, cognitional structure, structure of objectivity, and

when the structure comes apart, when it isn't seen as a hole in all its relations

the way you can derive seminal ideas -not all the details,. circumstances and so on,

they can't be derived cr.deduced, but seminal ideas- on the totally different philosophies'

that can arise from the different emphases end oversights with regard to knowledge and

objectivity.

Now, we want to try and get hold of the notion of the subject, -and it is

•
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the big hurdle.

First of all, what do we mean by the subject7 1eU, e have spoken of

activities. Besides cognitional activities there are practical activities. Loving and

hating, desiring and fearing, enjoying and enduring, deliberating, deciding, choosing and

sticking to one's resolutions, carrying them out. Both practical and cognitional activities

are both psycholocical activities. And with regard tothose activities you can distinguish,

on the one hand, pBJECT,, and on the other hand, OBJECT.

E.g., I see colour.

i do the seeing; seeing isthe activity; colour is the object.

I understand how to make an equilateral triangle.

I -subject; understand -act; how to wake an equilateral triangle, the problem
of constructing an equilateral triangle -object,.

I love listening to lectures.

I -subject; love -activity; listening to lectures -object.

The meaning is perfectly simple. On one, side of the activity you have SUBJECT and at

the opposite side you have OBJECT.

Now, that subject is present, and the word present

is triply ambiguous. You can say that the statue is present in the courtyard. It is

merely local presence; where it is. You can say the object is present to the subject.

You are present to me. I see you. The fact that I see you you are present to me. But

you couldn't be present to me unless I were present to myself. And that third type is

the type with which we are concerned. The presence of the statue in the courtyard is

PRESEECE IN; the presence of tne object to the subject is PRESENCE TO, and the presence

of the subject to himself is a PRESENCE TO, but those two instances of'nresence to' are

quite different. And that's the Valole catch. The object is present to the subject

an spectacle to spectatorlbut the .subject is present to himself not as part of the

spectacle. He is present to himself am sprectator. If you introspect, well, you may

get a spectacle. 2ut you are already present before that and it is that prIpr presence

that counts. It is a presence not of a man asleep in his room and dead to the world;

he's in the room alright but he isn't present in any psychological sense. The object

"'"	 , 	 •	
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is present to the subject but the subject has to be present in a different kind of way

for anything to be present to him. And that is a fundaLental element in what we shall

be talking about, a presence on the side of the subject, the presence of the subject.

That is there whenever there is any psychological activity whether cognitional or

practical. You are there, not as an object, not as anything thought about, but as what

does the thinking, not as anything seen but as what does the seeing -and seeing doesn't

occur when you're absent, when you're dead to the world, when ysu're asleep without a

dream. It is not what is understood, it is what understands, not wha1. is affirmed but

the one who affiims, not what is grasped as unconditioned but what grasps the unconditioned,

not what is questioned but what asks the questions and does so present. (If you get hold

•of that notion of the subject properly you have passed a .big divide.) •

That presence of the subject to himself is not

homogeneous. There are different kinds of ways in which one is present to oneself, and

those different ways build up in a structure. We spoke about the an lying on the

beach and enjoying the warmth of the sun. He is empirically  Conscious -conscious is the

same thing as presence in the third sense of presence. Consciousness is always conscious-

ness OF and it is never cons&ousness of the object. You see the object, heat it, smell

it, touch it, taste it, imagine it, understand it, grasp it as unconditioned, affirm it.

The cognitional activities regard objects. .Consciousness is of the acting subject. It

is .a presence of the acting subject to himself. And the acting subject qua merely

sensing is merely an empirical subject. He is present, he is given,too. The colour

is given but so too is the subject. And (the subject) is seeing and it's given in a dif-

ferent kind of way on the other side of the fence from the object. If you try to objectify

it you are getting away from it because when it is objectified there is soaeone looking

at it too, and it's the fellow that's doing the looking then that counts as the subject.

Not only is the subject empirically present, he is also iltelliaLly present. The

second level of the subject. He asks why and what. He wants to understand; he does

understand and in so far as he undesetands he defines, he puts forth an hypothesis, a

theory -"Mizslet iL not be this or that?"

There's a third level of the subject. He wants

to be absolutely certain, .-vIs that true?" The rational subject, the rationally conscious

subject.

0
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And if he makes the judgement of value: "This is good stuff! I have to learn this!"

"I have to do that!", and so on, he becomes the subject on the fourth level, the

resslonsible zulyiect. By our choices not only do we decide about objects, we decide that

sort of people we are to be. We settle ourselves, our own quality. e build up our

habits, -something they talk to you about in retreat. The retreat is adarersed to the

subject on the fourth level, the subject that makes himself the kind of subject he is

to be by his choices, the subject that consents.

IPve been describing the subject as

empirically, intellectually, rationally and responsibly present to himself or conscious.

Ast we have to do now is move from FP.1-,3ECE TO SELF to KN1:EDTE OF V.LF. You are

empirically, intellectually, rationally, responsibly conscious before you ever heard

any of those words used. The fact that we are using the words is part of the process of

moving from merely, being present to oneself to knowing or self. Knowing consists in a

structure of activities, and just as tnat structure may occur with regard to sensible

experiences so it may occur with respect to the presence of the subject to himself in

the whole set of activities. Just as there are the data of sense so there are the data

of consciousness. Just as the data of sense are not knowing -they are merely data,

merelyseeing, merely hearing, not understanding anything yet, not makirw any judgement

yet,- so the fact that you've been present to yourself for a long, long timelexcept

at the time when you're sleeping, is just a first step towards knowing yourself. It is

the experiential component. You have yet to ask the question: "dhat am I?"

And you provide yourself with images in which you can have insis.:hts and formulate a

theoty about the subject and the structure of his cognitional and psychological

activities and serc: "Is that really so?" and reach the unconditioned and affirm

ypurself as a subject performing activities in such and such a structure. And when

you go through al that rigmarole you've effected the transition from presence to self

to knowledge of self. Knowledge is not just one activity it is a structure of activities,

cognitional activities, and presence to self is only one component towards knowledge

of self.

I started off by saying that presence to oneself is,as it were,roy.pcikezza

experience. That isn't quite accurate. 1.hat is called introspection is the business

of effecting the transition from the subject as present to himself to some association

. '
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with objects. In the process from presence to self to knowledge of self one is objectifying

the subject.nen one knows oneself one is both the subject that knows and the object

that is known. ''fien one is present to oneself without knowing oneself one is the subject

that knows but the object can be anything at all. To reach knowledge of self, to make

the subject the object as well as subject -he always is the subject, but to make him object

as well,- there has to be a transference from the subject as subject to scue association

with objects so that we are able to deal xiih through insight i and thought, reflection

and juc'gement with the subject as an object.

In that transference that is called

I7R0SPEOTION there are two pitfalls, The first is the PSYCHOLOGICAL FALLACY. This

is most easily illustrated when you're media.; psycholoical llterature but it can also

occur in your own efforts to know yourself. The psychological fallacy is substituting

the concept, the definition, the explanation, the judgement for an experience. It is

quite obvious, for example, if you are reading a description of an emotion that the

description has to be put in concepts and perhaps a bit of explanation threw' in and

20In judgements. And noone will imagine that the concept is the emotion or that the

explanation is the emotion. But when you talk about an act of underetending the confusion

very easily occurs. The difference of an experience of understanding something and the

concepts psychologists have to use to describe that experience are two different things.

In the first ten chapters of Insight I try to acquaint the reader tnrough experience of

himself of what his own acts of understanding, direct and reflective,are. If a reader

thinks not of his own experiences -he doesn't bother about getting any experiendes, or

if 	 gets them he interprets what I say not by his ovn esperience or acts of understanding

but by some definition of what understanding is or some explanation. He's in the

psycholoeical'fallacy. He is substituting concepts for the conceived, explanation for

the explained. Inhat we are talking about has to always be the insight qua experienced,

not qua defined and so forth.

The other pitfall le the INTROSPECTIVE PARADOX. You

want to get hold of an insight, an experience of an insight. If you want to attend to

the insight you tend to neglect the object of the insight, and if you neglect the object

of the insight 	 (  cut 	 ten minutes of the lecture lost).
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LECTURE V 

We move on to the expression of the nature of our knowledge as an internal

structure, and objectivity &s a structure and finally, the subject as what is behind the

structure. The structure is.the link, the structure is a set of activities, each activity

regards an object, the subject is what does the regarding, not in any homogeneous

fashion -there is a difference between the empirical, the intellectual, the rational

and the responsible subject,- and now we have to consider the matter more concretely.

People aren't just knowers. 1:e have been s:;eaking of the subject as the subject of

cognitional activities, but really that's a particular type of subject. The average man

is the -man of daily life. You have not simply got a structure of experiencing,

enquiring, imagining, inderstanding, thinking, reflecting, grasping the unconditioned

and judging. That is nixedxxy in and forms just a part of a differently structured

subject in which practical activities play a very conspicuous and predominant role.

Besides purely cognitional activities there are affective acts, loving and hating,

ddsiring alid fearing, enjoying and enduring, deliberating, choosing, carrying out one's

decisions... and in the SPONTiNEOUS SUBJECT all those activities form a single,

integrated, interdependant whole. He does not simply know. His sensing is connected

imaediately with affectivity. His. understanding and judging lend imediately to deciding,

and he only thinks about and seeks to understand and judge the things he's going to do.

In contrast, the MORETIC SUBJECT is engaged simply in knowing. His afffectivity is

brushed aside. It may C040 up occasionally...e.g., 'hat a wonderful thing this

knoeledge is, all this study is!", or he uses his will to keep his nose in the book..

But his :ill is not an integral-part of the functioning of his cognitional activity.

That makes me provide an account of the fundament&l difference between the si.amtaneous

subject and the theoretic subject.

Spontaneous Subject and Theoretic Subject Compared 

In the pntaneous subject the internally closed set of partial and complementary

activities includes not only cognitional activities but also ',:xactical activities. It is

as if you liad two different kinds of clock and in one there were many more functions

then in the other and it forms a different type of whole. One clock is juxt to know by,

all its parts are interrelated intelliaiblre all the others. In the spontaneous. subject/

that structure is different. It doesn't viollitc cognition but it coenitional activities •
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are tied down to what's useful, to what's practical, to what's worth while. He vats it

to lead somewhere. He doesn't waste his time on all this theory. "hat's the good

of that?". Peri.aps I can make the difference between the two subjects clearer by saying

that they have two suite different apprehensions of the world. The spontaneous subject

knows particular, concrete reality. He deals with persons. ie doesn't study peraon as

such but he knows Tom and Dick and Harry and he knows what to say to one and what not

to say to him, and what to say to the other aad what you can do with the third. All his

knowing regards what's to be said, what's to be done, what's nbt to be said, what's

not to be.done in each of a variety of situations in which customarily he finds himself.

If he finds himself in a new situation he has to catch on to something more. He lives in

the concrete. It is the whole man that operates -not just a knol,er but the whole man.

And his world is the world of persons and things. Eddington. I think it was, spoke.

about his two tables. One.was of a certain polish and size and weight and strength and

the other was a slightly denser collocation of electrons than the surrounding air. flow,

that diffe.:ence between the two tables is a difference that extends all along the' line.

The average man and the biologist go into the Zoo and they look at the giraffe. And both

understand the giraffe as an animal, an organic unity of parts. And there's an internally

closed set of partial and complementary functions that make up tne gira3Te as an anilal.

Now, the parts that make up the animal for the average man are the head and the neck and

the trunk, the legs and the'tail..For the biologist the parts are systems. Aere's a

respiratory system, a digestive system, a vascular system, a locomotive system, a

sensory system and So on. And each of these syatems consists in a set of organs. And

each of the organs consists in myriads of cells and each of the cdlls has its structure.

And once you get below, once you get further down you get to the chemical compounds

that are in constant process of change within the cell. And below the chemical com-

pounds you have the subatomic protons and neutrons and so on. It is an entirely different

view of the giraffe. Both can see the giraffe as made up on an organic unity of parts.

But the first fellow stops at what he can see. The other fellow finds that the parts

are systems and that the systems have siler parts and the parts have smaller parts and

ao on until you get right down to the point where you have something that you can't

imagine at all. All along the line, not only tables but with regard to everything the

theoretic subject has an entirely difi'erent apprehension of the world. Any single
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scientist is that to conspicuous ends(?). Zddington noticed the business about the tables.

The biologist would notice the different apprehension of the animal, and so on, all along

the line.- Bui if you combine all the scieaces then your apprehension it's the same

world, the same concrete reality that he is knoliing, but he knows it through the mediation

of theory. And he can know through the mediation of theory because as a subject he is not

a spontaneous subject that can't think without feeliw;. He is the theoretic subject that

can put his feelings aside, his practical concerns aide, his decisions aside and get

on with the business of knowing all by itself. There are then two structures of the

subject, two apprehensions of the world. And if you don't want to think of all the	 •

sciences together think of metaphysics. You go home and speak to your young brothers and

sisters about matter and form and essence and existence, and they went know what you

are talking about. But you'll be talking about the things that they know very well;

Theory provides a new apprehension of everything.

As there are different structures of.

the subject, different apixehensions of the world, so there arc different processes

of learninq. Whenever the scientist or metaphysician learns anything he moves on to

'universal principles. If it isn't universally true, true in absolutely every case,it is

no good at all. Bat the man of common sense doesn't learn things that way. His learning

is expressed in proverbs, and proverbs don't have to be true in every case. They are

just useful. They are like the rules of grammer; lots Of exceptions but,nonetheless,

useful. You use them when the .occasion arises. Both science and metaphysics and

common sense are habitual accumulations of insights but the acc-oxulation takes place

with difZerent purposes in View and with different criteria. The.comiaon sense subject.

wants to understand enough about persons and things to that in any concrete situation.

he'll know what to say and do to get by. But the theorist wants to know what will

hold in absolutely every case and he wants an exact formulation of that. The theorist

moves olT to universal principles, to universal truths; the man of common sense ia

never interested in anything but the concrete situation he's dealing with. He knows

that the more successfully he deals with concrete situations the better he'll be

able to do so with future situations that arise. He builds up his experience. But hia

building up of experience dOesn't consist in putting down definitions that hold omni

et soli. "What's a dog?" "Well, a dog is what anyone calls a dog and that's all

there is about it!" He knows what dogs are and that's enough. On the other hand, the'
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theorist abstracts from his feelings. For the an of common sense feelings are the most

important part of in personal situatienis. You must figure out how the other fellow is

feeling or perhaps, you'll gut your foot in it by saying it today instead of waiting

.until he feels better this evening, and so on. The theorist abstracts from practical
,

concerns, the man of common sense is interested in noihing else. The theorist abstracts

from the particular and the here and now, and the particular here and now is what alone

has any importance for the man of ccumon cense. But though the theorist abstracts, he

gets away from the practical and from feelings and so on, he comes back. He not only

withdraws but also returns and he transforms the situation in which the man of common

sense lives. Look at all the gadgets of modern life.

Fourthly, they have different 

languages. The theorist develops his technical language to express his own ideas and

concepts, and the man of common sense just doesn't know that language. Not only is that

so, but also the theorist transforms ordinary language. The clearest examples of that

appear when you compare a pre-theoretic culture with a theoretic culture. Both the

imaTis and the GREEKS knew and they talked and they learned. But the same words have
different meanings in hebrew and greek and the different meanings correspond to the

differences between the spontaneous subject and the theoretic subject. For the hebrews

was not merely the knower; the knower was also the doer. Saint John saysin his first

Epistle, -I think it's Chapter 2, about verLT 3:

"You will know Christ if you observe the commandments."

Knowing Him is a matter of observing the commandments. When the hebrew taught he

taught the Law, and he taught it in such a way that people jolly well observed it.

There was no point teaching it if people weren't going to observe it. It is a practical

type of teaching. It is learning in the sense of the old expression: "I'll lamn him

by giving him a good licking!" Learning is not a merely cognitional activity. It is the

total man that entails the unity of all psychological activity. So not only does the

theorist bring in his own technical language but he transform the pre-existing language.

As someone remarked, the greeks took words such as truth (aletheia) and wisdom (sophia)
-

and so on, epistemi, ..they were in current greek use, and the philosophers gave these

terms a meaning they had not previously possessed. And where did that new meaning come

from? It came from the gradual realization of the theoretic subject, the theoretic
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apprehoneion of the world and the creation of a e:ccial language for theoretic subjects

and their mode of learning and their apprehension of the world.

There are two societie2. There is the society of men of cem-

mon sense, -each belongs to his oen family; if it's relatives, the friends of the family,

the town or part of the town, the district in the c)untry,- and the rest of the world

Is made up of foreignOrs. His common sense is built to deal with the things that he

hasto handle and the persons he has to deal with in his ordinary life. At home and at

work his cumnon sense i$ determined by his social.situetion, and since he ects ace6rding

to hsi comv)n sense for the most part and his ectiens determine the social situation there

is a mutual interdependence beteeen the social situation and the common sense to which

it gives rise and which perpetuates it. 	 On the other hand, the theoretic subject sets

aside, feelings, friends, practical concerns, practical interests, and as such subjects

multiply they form a distinct society that transcends social clesses and political

frontiers. It forms a sort of Cesmopolis, people with the theoretic mentality,ethe

theoretic aperehension of the world, masters of the language (theoretic language) and

cut into the theoretic mode of learning. But this theoretic society, so to speak,

Leca4oe science is also practical comes back and transforms the spontaneous society

of spontaneous subjects.

A sixth difference regards ultimate criteria. The spontaneous

subject and the theoretic subject both acknowledge unity and truth, virtue and value,

reality and so on. They are fundamental criteria common to all men. The spontaneous

subject knows them simply in actu exercito, -if. I may use the latin expression. Be

knows it in so far as he does it. He observes the principle of contradiction but he

never heard of the principle of contradiction. He observes the principle of excluded

middle without ever hearing of that either. He is logical in a natural fashion. He has

natural knowledge of first principles as St. Thomas and Aristotle would put it. The

principles are part of his intelligence, part of his rationality, and because he is

intellieent and ratienal the principles are observed. He never adverts to the principles

and in so far as he does then, necessarily, his expression is sembolic. A symbol is an

affect laden image, it lb an image which pours over into effectivity, that conveys a

meaning and mediates an apprehension of value. ILAGE ... 	 four

elements. And the symbol is the normal expression of the spontaneous subject.. As soon

f
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as he stops dealing with persons and things in the concrete situations in which he lives,

to take him beyond that you have to deal with him in symbolic expressions. (I'll have

something more to say about sy0bol3 later on.) But you can see that the seontaneous

subject is the whole man in which knowledge is not a specialized part, in which every-

thing functions as a single unit, that his expressions of his ideals, of his norms,

of his ultiaate criteria will be through symbols. On the other hand, the theoretic

subject..-of course, he has this natural knowledge of first pripciples but he also

objectifies that natural knowledge to a certain es.tent. In Parmenides it is the distinction

between the way of seeming and the way of truth. In Plato it is the distinction between

dialektike. and aristik, between aristics and dialectic, -arictic being the fellow

that argaes to win and dialectic the follow who argues to let the truth appear. In

Aristotle it has a magnificent formulation in his Logic. The Stoics express their

criteria in a moral code. The modern scientists in their seicntific method.

So we have compared the spontaneous subject and the

theoretic subject. Two structures of consciousness, two &reprehensions of  the world,

two moes of learning, two languages two societies and two manners in which ultimate 

criteria are  apprehended.

The Critical Subject 

Now, there are not only spontaneous and theoretic subjects. The theoretic subject uses

the seccialized structure of knowing to aserehend reality, the real world, objects

through the mediation of theory. But there is a further possibiliey. Yesterday we

spoke of the transition from presence to self to knowledge of self. And in so fsr as

I got across the notion of that transition you can see that besides the spontaneous

subject in which knowing and feeling, deciding and doing are all a single unity, and

the theoretic subject who is engaged in knowing objects through the mediation of theory,

there is also the reflective structure of consciousness in which the subject knows

himself, now the man of common sense, now the theorist and in the third case as knowing

himself, as performina, this tricky business of introspection and understanding what it

is to underotand and what the implications )f that are. Underetandinz knowledge as a

structure and objectivity as a structure end himself as a structure. In so far as you

have a subject that combines common sense and theory and reflection, celf knowledge,
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you have what ye call the CRITICAL SUIRjECT. It isn't critical in the Kantian sense,

because Kent denied the possibility of self knowledge in any serious sense. aut it is

critical in the sense in which I think ve '11 be justified before we fini'sji. Let me

compale the critical subject with the spontaneous and theoretic. nese the spontaneous

subject knoys oarticuler, concrete reality, the theoretic subject aserehends the universe

through the mediation of them, -of Physics, Chemistry, Biology and so on, the Social

Sciences, the Eumen Sciences,- the critical subject 'snows himself, knows his knowing,

and beceuse all knoving is knowirse of objects,in so far as he knows common sense knowing

he knowb the epontaneous subjects and the objects of their knowing, in so far as he

knoys theoretic knowing he also knows the objects of theoretic knowing and in so far as

he knows his self kno\dedge be able to pull together those three types of knowlddge, to

be able to use them together without confusion, to be able to detemind their relations

and their limitations and to combine them. 	 Consequently, this self knowledge provides,

as it were, the crossways, the focus, the centre from which all knowing and consequently,

all objects can be considered (?consistant). Both the seontaneous subject and the

theoretic subject have their quite distinct modes of learning and the critical eubject

learns the nature of learning. He is able to differenciate between the learning of

common sense and the learning of the theorist. Both the spontaneous subject and the theore-

tic subject each has his own language; the critical subject is concerned with the

transcultural, the relations between common sense language and theoretic language, the

effect of the developement of theory on a pre-theoretical society or culture, the

type of culture that you have when the society is pre-theoretic and so on. He is

concerned with the problems involved in theit total changes of meanings of words that

occur in so far as there is developement from spontaneous subjects to theoretic subjects

and then farther on from theoretic to critical subject. I spoke of two societies; the

theoretic society that sets up a cosmopolis, a universal norm, what ought to be done,

aad tries to get the League of Nations or the United Nations to realize these ideal norms

in human society to' sonic extent, and the spontaneous subject who lives in his own

country and looks upon the rest of Men as mere foreigners.' The critical subject is

historical. Because. he understands common sense he is able to understasd the changes

of conimon sense. The common sense in England is one thing and the cousion sense in

Ireland is another, and there are still bigger differences when you go to France or
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Italy and still more when you go tb Germany and apain, and vast differences when you

go on to Runsia. Common sense is a function of the social milieu. It has general

invarinuts but there are all sorts of variations. Througn a study of history and the

understanding of man a critical subject sees himself within the historical process. He

is engsped in underttanding the historical process, and his judgement and decision occur

conf.ciously within the historical process has a bearing on his future. He is a HI5TOP.ICAL 

subject. nnd finally, with regard to ultimate criteria the cri.zical subject brings the

question right out into the open. The spontaneous subject is intelligent and rational

and respensible and he knows the criteria imnlicitely, so to speak. He can't formulate

them but he observes them. He expresses them, if at all, symbolically. The theoretic

subject expresses them objectively in a formal logic, in canons of a method, in a moral

code, in a transcendental laic, in a dialectical logic ton, if you wish. The critical

subject reverts to, wants to know the subject qua intelligent and qua rational as the

ground of all criteria and norm, as the immddiate ground of them in so far as they. are.

known by us. But while the critical subject can bring the question right out into the

open, the question of ultimate crltevia, on the other hand, he can't bring the solution

out into the open. The solntion has to occur within each critical subject in si) far as

he knows himself. There is no doubt that each of you is intelligent. You can give .

external signs of your intelligence. But the external signs are not the intelligence

itself. That intelligence in itself.is accessible only to each one Of you. If anyone

wants to deny consciousness and insight as distinct from conceiving insight you can't

do anything about it; he hasto find out for himself whether he ha.s ever had the

exnerience of understanding something. The critical problem, its solution is always a
in

personal problem. It is self knowledge, and/eelf knowledge one and the same knows and

is known, one and the same experiences and is experienced, understands and is understood,

affirms and is affirmed. It is —the solution to the critical problem in the sense in

which I an conceiving it— necessarily an event that occurs within the inner forum of

each individual. You can cross out (?talk out) dialectical arguments, —as Aristotle

said: "Get the sceptic to talk!" If he talks he won't talk utter nonsense and so

there will be some recognition of rationality and intelligence in his talk. But the real-

insue and the real solution is for the subject to know himself, each one do it for

himself. There are tndemonstrable first principles. Why?. 'Because the first principles
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lie in the subject as empirically, intellectually, rationally and resnonsible conscious.

The first principles not in the sense of objects of propositions.. The first principles

in the sense of a concrete reality; -the concrete reality that each one of Us is. when

St. Thomas Teaks of the basis of judgement being the reductio adeprincipia he explains

what he r:eans by principia, and they are not universal propositions. The principia are .

intellectus and sensus. They are the capacities of the subject to experience and under-

stand. (Dr. Howl:ins has remarked that I do not acknowledge tne,priority of the ontolo-

gical. You can take the ontological in two senses.. Either you mean ontology which

is a department of knowledge learned in first year philosophy or you can mean by the

ontological a concrete reality. I do not acknowledge the priority of ontology. 'dhat

I am talking about is the 'priority of the concrete reality that is the experiencing,

intelligent, rational subject.

Horizons 

Ire'611 jilubt raise the question of HORIZONS. Ire have described three subj)cts, the

spontaneous, theoretic and critical and the basis of the distinction in each cane, -the

distinction runs along through apprehension -of the world, mode oi' learning, language,

society, ultimate criteria, but the fundamental basis of the distinction is the structure

of consciousness. Prior to the greek distinction between the theoretic and practical
-

life, the bios theoretikos and the bios praktikos, well, there were different :ais

of achiiving the end, like the Eliad (?) speaks to the medecine man pi cehtral Asia as

archaic tedhniques of mysticism, hhd there's this mystical tendency in Indian, develope-

ment in Indian culture, developement of the subject. All I said to you about the subject,

those fundanenti. notions can be had in the Upanishad and it is supposed to be an

influence from the Upanishad on Plotinus, but that's a different question. However, in

western culture the k4reeks effected that distinction between the spontaneous subject

and the theoretic subject and they effected it by becoming theoretic subjects. Now and

similarly the critical problem becomes formulated fully and clearly, -there were critical

subjects before but they didn't have the tools to 'exoress it. That difference in the

structure of consciousness between the spontaneous 14174;gittewhich is the whole man, xict

the theoretic structure, cognitional, forming a closed unit and enaged(?) on objects,

and the reflective structure, cognitional, a closed unit turned in on itself effecting
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the :transition from self presence to self knowledge.. those structures are associated

wiLh horizons. The formal object of our intellect is ens, omnia, everything. The proper

object is quidditas sive nature in materia corporali existenc. But besides the fortal

object and the 1-roper object which set ablolute limits to our understanding there are

further liaaitations imposed if one is merely a spontaneous subject. Youhave no capacity

for theoretic avrehension; Or if one is a spontaneous subject and a theoretic subject

there's no capacity, proximate capacity for aelf knowledge. The fact that one is merely

a spontaneous subject gives one a horizon. Upwards one can see bill19ns of light -.tears

away, but on the level because of the surface of the earth one can only see as far as

the horizon. .';inat's beyond that has no meaning for me. It is meaningless. It has no

aignificance for me. I. couldn't care less. It is not necessary for it to be meaningless

to every man but it is meaningless for every spontaneous subject. And what is beyond the

horizon of the theoretic subject is meaningless for him.

The theory is meaningless for the spontaneous subject. For example,

the snontaneous subject is having tea with a celebrated physicist or mathematician or

chemist and naturally he wants to profit by the occasion. And he begs the expert:

"Really, tell me something about it. This is an advantage and an

opportunity that I mustn't miss. However, none of this technical

language, please, -none of that nonsense. I don't want to hoar

any of that stuff at.all..Just put, it in plain ordinary language

that a simple person like myself can understand. And all those

details that you learn in school, and so on, all those-learned

questions that you get at the University and so on,... just

give me the broad idea, all I want to do is understand it!"

In other words, he wants the fruits of learning without the means. 1.1oreover, if the

theorist happens to say something that the spontaneous subject underslandp well,

naturally, the spontaneous subject wants to assimilate it, that is, to fit it in

with his view of the world, -Ao isn't aware that thetheoretic apf.rehension of the

vprld is an entirely different thing. He wants to fit it in with his own common sense.

view and it won't fit, it canit,fit. It fits very well into a theoretic apprehension

which is mediated by theory but it can't fit into a comaon sense apprehension. Because

it can't fit in a person has difficulties:-

"You know, I'm very stupid, but really, I'd like you to
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explain this to me. It seems to me that this simply

can't be that way and that must be this way!"

You see, what they are doing is expressing their horizon, the fact that theory is some-

tning that cannot be fitted in within a common sense apprehension of reality. Further,

if the theorist hapens to offer some explanation the sal::e diLdculty recurs again.

There is no possibility of dialogue because the spontaneous subject is asking for theory

to be placed within the comrLon sense horizon and theory is simply what's beyond that

horizon.

ZiMilarly, critical questi)ns and answers are beyond the theoretic horizons-

"An account of one's knowledge that can be verified only in one's own personal

experience? el1, what on earth does that mean? Aren't there any proofs? Aren't

there any demonstration-sr'

"I can sey I exerience an at of understanding but that isn't a proof. A proof

is a syllogismt Are there no arguments at all? othing you can get hold of?°

wh7t
ECCaL4:0 the theorist always deals with objects al:/a/the critical subject is talking about

is the subject. Or the critical question will be transposed within the theoretic horizon.

You suppose that it is a question of a new metaphysics or a nee science or a new comon

sense; it has to be one of te three; 'anything alse lies beyond the theoretic horizon.

But the question is whetherknowlegge exists, not whether Sako ilrticular fact or aspect

of knowledge exists but knowledge general. It is a quite useless question. The

Cheoretic subject cannot conceive -prcisely because he always thinks in terms of objects-

that it is possible to know human knowledge not by analogy but pr,,perly, not in terms

of metaphysics but in terms of cognitional activity, to know what coL,mon sense is and

what theory is and what self knowledge is and what are the limitations of each of the

three, and how the three are related to one another and how one can use all three

simultaneously and interdependently and without confusion. To conceive the critical

subject 33 bringing one's mind to the point where one's thinking is transcultural and

historical does not arise within. the field of theory wleich is simply a matter of

setting out (?) objects.
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Further, there is the EXISTWPIAL ASFXT: "What am I to be? Am I to be a

spontaneous subject a theoretic or a critical subject?" And while it is true that

theory is beyond the horizon of the spontaneous subject and that critical questions and

ansvere are beyond the horizon ofthe theoretic subj?ct, still that 'being beyond' is

not abnelute. The formal objct of the human intellect is always ens, omnia, the object

of intellect qua intellect -tint's what the formal object of intellect 'Leans. And the

proper object of hue.an intellect, the object of intellact qua human in this life is always

the intelligibility to be grasped as existing in corporeal matter. And because these

objects transcend the horizon of the seNnteneous subject and the horizon of the theoretic

subject there is always the potentiality for the existential question to arise. The

sponLaneeus subject is not by nature a spontaneous subject; by nature he is a man. He

has a horieon in so far as his develop/ment has not got beyond the level of common cense.

But because he is a hien he can go beyond canon sense, he can have en uneasy conecience

about the fact that he has never taken the trouble to get hold of any theory. And similarly,

the theoretic subject is not a theoretic subject by nature; by nature he is a man, he

'has the sane form741 objecteand the same proper object of his intellect as even the

critical subject. However, the question of going beyond the horizon of the spontaneous

eubject and of going beyond the holrizon of the theoretic subject is an existential

question, that is, it is a question that is answered, not by an answer, but by a

develonnent. One does not change the structure of one's consciousness, one's appre-

hension of the world, one's language, one's mode of learning, oseio society, one's

apixehensien and manifestation of ultimate criteria by Saying yss or no to a question,

by rending off a list of proposidons and saying: "Such are may sentiments!'" The

spontaneous subject can repeat off all the true impositions and say yes to each one

of them and still remathn a gpontaneoUs subject. chat is needed is the inner transfor-

mation of the structure of coluciousness and of its consequences that effect the diffe-

rence betyeen the spontaneous and the theoretic subject. The spontaneous subject can

becoue a mathematician or a physicist or a chemist or any other type of scientist or

a ia3taphysician without leaving the horizon of the siontaneous subject. All he does is

distort everything in the theory. He SVS: "Now, this is what they have in the book

but what that really means....etc..." Re '11 put it into common sense terms for you.
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1.nd similarly, the theoretic subject can distort everything that the critical subject

says by fitting it into 'a theoretic viewpoint. Yued you '.11 get something entirely different.

The existultial question is a question that is enuwered by a CCY.:SION, by a P=FICATIOII,

by a ENOLUT1ON; call it what you please, but what is weant is a DEVELOPCENT. And the

lack of that develorment is what accounts for the decadence of philosophical and scientific

schools. The school can flourish and also can decay, and it can have a second spring.

And the reason for that decadence is that the edikoi, the epiginoi do not weet the

existential question. They re:eat the formulae with meticulous fidelity but they've

lost the L.eaninee They can use the tebhniques with full dexterity but they don't grasp

.the significance of the techniques. /Ind with that when the tradition goes down, when

there is a contraction of the horizon the original weaning disapeears, the key points

ill the doctrine are .dropped, the things that are really significant, ad the things

are brought down to the good, solid level of sane column sense. All that seffers is that

the theory qua theory loses its meaning and one eets a sufrognte, a bit of ersatz. That

does for most people. cost people are quite content to remain spontaneous subjects when

question i the theoretical question, or to remain theoretic subjects if the question

is the critical question.

Vot only is there the problem, so to speak, of AUTOG=SIS,

of the developwekt of each individual -each one of us starts from the tabula rasa to

which Aristotle compared the intellectus poseibilis and the development occurs within

his life span; it is only slowly, step by step, that he gradually assimilates the

doctrine even of the school .when it is flourishing, and he has very little chance of

getting beyond that if the school is in decay. But beeides the autogenesis, the

development of each individual, there is what corresponds, so to speak, to PHYLOGENSSIS.

There are critical suhjects.before the time at which criticism has become a publicly

ecaepted technique. I quoted you St. Thomas who spoke about experiencing abstraction

from phantasms and the reception if intellieibles in act in our intellects and what

anyone can experience thenever he tries to understand anything. St. Thomas knew his

ol,n intellect by experiencing it but he didn't have at his disposal the tools of .

introspective psychology, the acceptance of that type of analysis and explanation. And

even if he haV invented it it is most uhlikely that he would have been understood.

7,ven what he did say was in the terms of reference of his age was not understood. What
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it led to was the terrific roll at the end of the thirteenth century, the Augustinianeerist.

coetrovrircy when they wrote the Correctoria Fratris Thomae aid the Correctoria

Correctorii Fratris Themne and so on. A first class deLate went full swing and ended up

with decadent scholasticism in. the fourtheenth century. There can be then theoretic

subjects before the time in which theory is developed but they have not at their disposal

the developeent of arlxiei:Tx civilisation and culture in which to put across the theoretic

idea.	 I spoke to you of the aristetelian notion of ecience as being in the locus of

doxa, of opinion. Aristotle conceived science as taking opinions and shoving the

eecesary.reasen why that must be sa. There is not in Aristotle a complete separation.

beteeen a comilon sense view of the world and a theoretic view of the world. There are the

beginnings of it but the thing isn't put through right to the limits.. On the other hand,

at the present time ye have such a large number of sciences having reached the explanatory

viewpoint it is quite east, to illustrate the fact that a teeoretic view of the world is

an entirely differnt sort of thing from a common sense view of the world. l!et only then
and the thought ,.	 .•

are there theoretic subjects when the languagyi the tneorytre is solely that of the

spontaneous subject, and critical subjects before their time, there is also the inverse

phenomenon of decadence when the critical elements are reduced to theoretic and the

theoretic elements are reduced to spontaneous viewpoints because subjects have not met

the existential issue: nrhat mu I to be?" They have not met it -they. have met it in

words but they have not Met it by a development, by conversion, by purification, by

revolution (you'll find all these words used by philosophers at one Lime or another.)

So much then for three subjects, the spontaneous, theoNtic and the critical,

their three apprehensions of the world, their three languages and mode of learning and

societies and ways of dealing with ultimate criteria. And now I want to say something

on the topic of realism.

REALISM

Realism oc:cure on three levels, the spontaneous, the theoretic and the critical.

i) For the spontaneous subject what is realism? It is really and truly there exist

dogs aed cats, horses and cows, sheep and goats, liens and tigers, sparrows and swallows,

plents and trees, earth and sky, 'men, women and children -and the list can dentinue

indefinitely. Reality for the spontaneous subject is the aggregate of concrete, particular
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mantles. ;:nd he le able like Adam to give the their eames. Ue is able to deal with

r.ereens end needle things had he is able to do so in exrert fashion in so t'ar as they

enter into situations in which he lives. .

ti) The teeoretic subject aclulowledges tnat concrete, peTticeler realities really and

truly elist, bit he says: "That isn't all there is to be known about them." Ee adds a

feetner dimension, a farther level to his realism: he adds a theoretic apprehension of

the totelity of concrete,particular realities. And thet teeoretin a:Trehencien runs all

eloree tie line from the apprehension oe cub-atomic particles right up to human nature,

God, the aegels. The theoretic subject is the natural coreective to teo grave dangers

to the spoetaneeus subject. Because the seenteeeous cubject is a :_an he vaete to know

the natives of Lings, not merely how to deal with them in concrete situations. Put

becauee he is not theoretic -to knov the nature is to move tewerds being a tneoretic

subject-, because the po..per expression of anything that lies beyond the dealin with

concrete situatiens in the spontaneous subject is nerely symbolic, he'll think of

eetire symbolically and be unprotected against einical tnedeecies. And wzic isn't

uoeelhing that went on millenia ago. In the Belgian Congo a man visited a leprochrium

awl in it teure were tens ofethousando of people; they'd have their divutesthnd so on,

and they were trying to keep to the processes of law. They discovered thatieost of the

qleetieue tnet were breught up for the popular court were questions, accusations that

eo eel so was using mngic for this or that purpose and they couldn't eradicate this

conviction of the existence and effEctiveness of magic in peoples minds. Similarly,

the foreel object of `mann intellect is oninial ens. The spontanece,s subject can apprehend

teet only symbolically and so he i nirotedted against myth. If you are interpreting

the totality of realities through an affect laden image that coneys a meaning and
aeerehensien

mclieee aN'AX&xxxi of value the step from valid symbol to a myth is very slight. In

far aetnere 12 the development of the theoretic sub j ect within the cultural milieu

there is the corrective, the natural corrective of the magic and myth to which the

epontaeeeas subject is prone.

iii) The critical subject and critical realism includes all the aeYerehension of concrete

realities in which the seontaneous subject iS an expert; it includes all the theoretical

al•recesioa of reality of the metaphysician and all the scientists. But it goes beyond

thin; it adds foundations and unifications through the theory of knowledge 'which is

0
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based ultimately on self knowledge.

All three are equally realisms. In al three kneyledee

is a matter of experiencing, understanding and judging. In all three -although all three

do not analyse it oat- objectivity is experiential objectivity, nornative and absolute.

In all three the REAL is WHAT IS -not what is seen but 'r,:IAT IS. The definition of

truth:, VITAS EST AAEWATIO INTMLECTUS AD REM et VERITAS EST FC'eYALITER 	 SOLO

JUDICIO very briefly is '44.AT IS nolal IS, WHAT IS AMT,:ED IS; the res is what IS
and the intellectus is lAfnAT IS 102TH. And you can na:te that identification because in

the true judgement you reach an absolute, an unconditioned, saidething independent of

the subject. ';:hat is seen is related to the cubect; it derends on whether he is

actignatic or not. 7.:hat is imagined obviously depends on the subject. Wnat is under-

stood, -well, it depends, snmetdag people understand things better tean others: you

think about what you please; what seems to me may be so and may not be so. But what

is known, vhat is grasped as unconditioned has no conditions and consequently no .

conditions in the subject. 141at is independent of the subject is not nerely affirTed,

IT IS. From the criterion of truth, the unconditioned, you can deduce the definition'

of truth, the adaequatio intellectus ad rem.

The spontaneous subjeCt with his spontaneous

reUiem cannot say: "I have no need of a theoretic realismi." He has a great need of it

because, as we remarked, the spontaneous subject as such is unprotected against magic

and myth. And the totalitarian state knowSit and the advertisers know it and the

social engineers know and theluse it. Similarly, the theoretic subjoct may say: "I've

done metaphysics; I know what is; I hdve no need of going on to critical questions

end answers." But the theoretic subject is divided. He hastwo structures of conscious-

ness and he can move from one to the other, he has two apprehensions of the world and

they differ all along the line, they start from the saae data but they diverge forever

after, he has two modes of learning,tim languages at his disposal, he can belong to

two socities and he has two ways of employing ultimate criteria. Theih is the real

world? that is reality for him'? Does he settle what really and truly is when he is the

whoto men, afitctivity and choice and action integrated with knowing? what is correlative

to that fully integrated subject, is that the real? Or is when he is dealing with the

equations of quaitum mechanics, spinning out methematieal theories about physics, -is
that really what's real? The two are disparate. It is not a question of their contra-
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dieting one another. They are disparate; ;:hat is real for him? Lhat does he take his

eteed on? He can be a man of common sense only in a.) far as he doesn't mix his common

ceese eith'the theory and he cen be a theorist elly in so far as he doesn't mix the

comon cense with the theory. Vhich is he to be ',:hen it cones to the pinch, whim it

comes to the crucial issue? Is he to decide, to make up his mind, to judge on things

that really utter qua scientist, qua theorist or qua spontaneous subject, qua man of

cemmon seeee? There is a need for a decisive judeement to be make and the theoretic

subject is not prepared to make that decisive judcement. It is only in so far as he

meves to the reflective structure ofeconscioueness, only in so far as he M3VCS from

self preeence to knuFledge of self and knowledge of his knowledge and its different

kinds and the relations between them that he '11 he able to meke the judgement that

regards the interrelation and the mutual complementing of the Ipontaneous subject in

hie coauon sense knowledge and the theoretic eabject and his theoretic knowledge.

I said that the theoretic subject and theory provide

the NATURAL remedy for the megic and myth to which the spontaneous subject ic prone,
eueetions

And the eritical xxwax and answers provide the NATURAL anewdy to the division of

himself and his world that the theoretic subj:ct experiences. But there are in this

world order, de facto, not only natural remedies. It lies in the :311FMNATURAL remedies

that, de facto, realism as a philosophy has developed from the historical viewpoint.

Etienne Giloon has devoted a very long and learned life to the thesis that realism,

ceholentic realism is a philosophy that has been simply detached from a theology. What

was done in the middle ages was theology. A certain number of philosophic questions were

handled on the '.:ay but they were handled from a theological viewpoint.- ".7'.:en you detach the

x philosophical questions and answers from that theoretical context you get, de facto,

realist philosophy. And that scholastic realism is in its origins, in its historicql

xx#Xxx milieu a theology. Now, I don't think that fact is disputed but what ee want

to do is understand it. You'll be able to understand a fundamental point about realism.

ThE WORD OF COD is a word addressed to Eh:entaneous

eebjecte, In the Bible there is no theory either in the Old Testament or the New. There

is narration. Y.ho is God? In He ehs infinitum, perfection° infinitum and so on?

God in ThEO	 t:h0 did this and this and this and this and this and is going to do

that aed that and that Lid that. God is known the way a human person is known, as the
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one who dealt with our Fathers Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,. as the one who used Loses and

Aaron to deliver us from Egypt., to take us across the Red Sea, to guide us in the desert,

as the one who brought us into the land of Canaan. God is known through hebrew history.

God is known not only by narrative but also by promises, by his threats, by his commands,

by his exhortations. The word Of God, in the first instance, is the LAW, it is the •

truth that has a moral implication. Iho word of God, in the second place, is the word

of the PROPEETS who begin their Utterances with: "Thus saith tile Lord. Oraculum Yahweh."

The word of god is the word of UISDON in the Sapiential Books. So much for the O.T.

In the New Testament the word of God. is the KERUGMA, the Good Tidings, the spoken Gospel

and then it is the written Golpel. The word of God as speaking through the ECUMENICAL 

CO'ZCILS is: "Si.quis dixerit, A.S." If anyone says such and such, let it be anathema.

In all these manifestations of the word of God we are dealing with propositional truth,

with truth that is not claimld to be the truth of true judgement but, de facto, is the

truth of true judgement, -true judgements in the practical order about what is to be

done and what is to be feared. and what is to be hoped for; true judgements that are

implicitely in the theoretical order in so far as what God does aad what he says are

manifestations of what he is,: The word of God is primarily a message of salvation for

mankind but iaplicitely is a realism; its emphasis is always on iropesitional truth.

It does not appeal to experience in the miilary obvious sense of experience, the

experience of the moment. It will recall the dimly remembered experiences of Israel's

east; it will talk about the unexpdrienced woes of the damned and the unexperienced

joys of the blessed, but its appeal is not to experience, its appeal ino understanding.
/

The word of God is a word of MYSTERY, something beyond human Understanding. The whole

emphasis ison the absolute obctivity of truth and that is why theology -well, first

of all, the word of God, Revelation, the Tradition of the Church, the decrees of the

Councils and Dogmatic Theology.areall, by implication, realist. They place an

emphasis on the true judgement that is lacking in any other philosophy. The empiricists

haven't got it, the idealists haven't got it, the existentialists haven't got it. From

thet emphasis on true judgement.there can be detached a philosophy which we may call

DISCPSIVE REALISM. It takes two simple propositions; (a) Veritas est adaequatio

intellectus ad rem, and (b). veritas est fomenter in solo judicio, and it concludes

that for every true judgement there must be some cOrresponding aspect or part of reality,
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and if that particular jUdgement were not true but fdse than that aspect or part of

realty would be really different. The Councils say: "If any man says,...let him be

anathema." But if he were to say: "Oh, I von't stay that but it isn't true", he would

also be anathema, or if he' said: "It's true but there's no reality corresponding to it!",

he also would be anathema. .There is in the word or God and its historical mxrxxxxixx

expansion in hebrew and christian religion implicit a realism, implicit a discursive

realism that equates the real with true judgement.

Now, I have described six type e of

realism, the realism of the spontaneous subject who knows about the.volves and bears,

the realism of the theoretic subject who apprehends the same reality through theory, the

realism of the critical subject who finds a basis both for the pintaneously known world

anl the theoretically known world, the redliam implicit in the word of God, in the

gospels and in the teaching of the Church, the realism implicit in dogmatic theology ald

finally, the realism that may be detached from theology, and that realiSm has as'its

fundamental point the equation between true judgement and reality. You can define true

judgement in terms of reality and you can define reality in terms of true judgement. But

there is another realism lihfch I shall Call MYTHIC REALISM. It starts off symbolically.

I said that a symbol is an affecNaden image that conveys 'a meaning and mediates an

apprehension of value. First of all, the IMAGE:- Jack or Jill holds up a hand and looks

at it. You imagine someone looking at their hand. Secondly, the AFFECT:- "Wouldn't

it be terrible if he were blind?" "He wouldn't see his ownJiand held up.", and fel that

with the fulness of human feeling. The image and affect conveyed a MEAMIMG and the

lacaning is transcendent. 1, gave you a theoretic account of.transcendance by going

from the unconditioned to eat is known in the adaequatio iatellectus ad rem. But.

the pantaneous subject doesn't deal with theory he deals with symbolsond obviously

the eyes aren't the hand, theres a 'distance between them and when you get a spacial

distance things are very, very different. One is not the other. It isn't merely a

matter ofcmething being true, it is something you can see. Not only is there a distance •

but you see across the distance, you transcend. The eyes' transcend themselves to reach

the hand. And just as it' uould be a terrible thing for Jack and Jill to be blihd and

not see a hand how much worse W,uld it be if we weren't realists, we wouldn't know

anything at all, we'd just know mit thought's. So realism is apprehended as a VALUE.
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That symbol of realism. ..there's nothing whatever wrong with it. Spontaneous subjects

have a right to apprehend these .'isms' and symbolic apprehension isthe only apprehension

possible for them. However, the transition fr)m symbolic apprehension to mythic

apprehension is always very simple., Identify the s ymbol with the symbolized, say

that the escence of realism isitakinee a look', that knoving is knowing in so far as

it is like seeing, ikat Intellect knows in so far as you can find some similarity between

your understanding and your eyes. But if there's no similarity‘it can't be knowing.

Seeing is self explanatory aad every other part of-knowing either has to be like seeing .

or else it can't be knowing. NOY; you'll find that that identification, that mythic

identification of transcendence with some analysis of seeing, the identification of

realism with the transcendence that's identified with seeing has nad a terrific effect

in the history of scholastic philesophy. The point can be illustrated in detail. Scotus 

threw out the fact of insight into phantasms because, as he said, either there's a

universal in the phantasm or there isn't. If there is then it can't be a proper •

universal or it can't be a proper phantasm because kagination ifi of the silngular and.'

not of the universal, and if there's not then the insight must be an illusion, it Is

seeign what isn't there. Thprefore,, we don't see the intelligible in the sensible, but

when ye understand, when we have a concept we also h ave.ani_mage, there's a concomitance.

AgaLn, the same idea of knowledge applied to Father, Son and Holy Ghost yields the

distinctio romans a parte rei. God the Father knows himself as God with a perfectly,

objective intuition. Either there's a.distinction prior to any look on his part

or not. If there is you have your aistinctio formalis a pxte rei and if there is not

then when the Father knows the Son he must know the Son either as identicql with the

Father or as not God because, if there's no distinctio a parte rei antecedent to. the

look then if the Son is identical With God he is identical with the Father and if •:

he's not identical with the Father hers not God. There you have the proof of the distinc—

tio formalis a parte rei as it is worked out by Scotus. And so on, you can trace the

influence of that mythic identification down the history. And it is impoverishing, it

blocks any satisfactory working out of metaphysics and it completely destroys the possi—

bility of an accurate account of human understanding as God made it.

SIM •••	 -----------
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AP72.,1DIX	 Question Time 

In a review of your book the author says that you confuse philosophical and psycho-

logical problems: (quotation)..' After reading the book it is not clear what processes

are involved in the	 ?	 illun it is classified as insight, nor is it clear what is

the analysis of such coneepts.as understand, judge, intuit, or other gothic words.

The book brings home vividly the gulf which separates scholastic method fran the

philosophical methods practiced today as the result of the work of 	 ? , Moore,

Russell an Wittgenstein. It is difficult to sympathize with your intelligent(?)

a2proach. This is not to eau minimize the value of the book. Nevertheless, one

must conclude that little is achieved by the Aathods that you use towards a clearer

understanding of the meaning of insight or the possibility or conditions of insigiltfUl

behavicur/."(End of Quotation). I would like to know why do the British Empiticists

find it hard to accept your book?'

An s.
'Jell, a complete answer would involve, some study of the linguistic analysts. Very

briefly,then. I spoke about' the horizon. of the spontaneous subject. Irnat's beyond

that horizon is meaningless to him. .Noy, the spontaneoussubject can develop a .

technique of linguistic analysis and_showythat this is beyond the horizon of the
-

spontaneous subject and this is"beyond the horizon of the ppontaneous subject and

so on, all along the line, and so .eliminate what traditionally has been known as

philosophy. Now, that's a very rough approximation but it correvonds in some fashion

to what is being done

The following is a series of answers to undecipherable questions.)

I.They won't have anything to do with theory. They originally were logical positivists,

but positivism is a theory and logic is a theory and they dropred both. Hovever,

that's siL,ple and brief, see. There's a lot more to be,said on a subject like that.

II.He has animal knowledge. 17e are dealing with human .knowledge. There can be merely

animal knowledge in a man. Just as the moralists distinguish between actus humanus,

the huNan act for which you are responsible, and the act, of a man, actus hominis

which oQour4 iq you but tdere's no moralEuilt, there's,no merit involved, so alsoin wle ge. You can tdik about the knowledge. that 'OCCURS within a man -Lna riein	 kno
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but isn't human knoalecige. There can occur within a man animal knowledge. It is very

rare,I think, that it does because in man there is always the symbolization, at least,

of sone sort.

III.Just as I refuse to call a pendulum a clock. I don't mean by that that clocks

get along vary loll withoyt pendula. 'dint I mean is that knowledge is a whole,

ceacatien is a part.

IV.An, yes. But animal knowledge is a different type of knowledge."Anyway,when

you talk about animal knowledge and human knowledge and use the same word there's

• an equivocation.

V. 'Jell, the integration, I believe, has to be dxxx on the side of method. And anyway,

it is not to be an integration that takes scientific results. There can be that but

that regards the consequences. The fundamental work has to be on the side of method.

And the reas)n for that is that the scieaces are constantly developing. Particularly

with regard to the human sciences it is most important for the thomistic, the

scholastic or catholoc thinker to have an influence on method because -there we are

dealing with man. In the empirical, human sciences the question is not about homo

per se or homo in pubis naturdibus, human nature. The question is with regard to man

as he actually in in this world. ..Man as he actually is in this world is free and

resl•nsible. In so far as the empirical, human sciences attempts to imitate physics

Or chemistry and predict it is supposing that liberty has nothing to do with it.

In ,so far as he aims at being gi( consultant to Government and usiig his predictions

that way you have what is called creeping socialism. The Government needs ever more

and more power to carry out the good.adviee,given by the human scientists. And the

problem in the human sciences is to fin method that aims at presenting responsible

individuals with an exactive account of the alternatives before them on which they

exercise their liberty. Now, in so far as such decisions often have to be collec-

tive decisions there also has to be developed a mechanism through which the collective

decisions would work. But the human, sciences, unless they are under the influence -

and I don't say of catholic philosophy but of catholic theology, are missing something

out.

.	 ,	 •
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